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Abstract
To date, various active safety systems, have been developed to improve the safety
of road vehicles. This dissertation presents a novel active trailer steering (ATS) sys-
tem using wireless communication to exchange data among controllers and sensors
allocated on the leading and trailing units of an articulated heavy vehicle (AHV).
Conventionally, integrating the sensors, actuators, and controllers located on the lead-
ing and trailing units of the vehicle needs wired connections. The physical connection
at the articulation joint increases the risk of disconnections and damages. Adopting a
wireless communication system displays pronounced advantages, including flexibility,
cost-effectiveness and ease of maintenance.
For AHV’s lateral stability control using wireless communication based ATS, ad-
dressing the problem of data delay and loss is the main challenge of this study. In-
novative solutions have been proposed to tackle the challenges and numerical sim-
ulations have been conducted to evaluate the applicability and effectiveness of the
proposed techniques for wireless communication based ATS. To this end, a realistic
co-simulation platform is designed: the wireless communication based ATS system is
constructed in MATLAB/Simulink; the virtual AHV is built in TruckSim; by means of
integrating the ATS system and the virtual AHV, the co-simulation can be performed.
As a preliminary design, a gain scheduler is introduced to compensate for the
effect of data delay and stabilize the AHV. Later, in order to ensure the performance
of the ATS control, a Kalman-filter-based estimator is introduced. The estimator uses
the available dynamic data to estimate the current states of the AHV in case some
sensor data is not available. Several design parameters of the communication system
based on dedicated short range communication (DSRC) standard such as modulation,
i
quantization, channel estimation algorithm and transmit diversity have been studied.
The effect of each parameter on AHV lateral stability is reviewed to propose proper
configuration of the DSRC standard. Finally, an adaptive extended Kalman filter
is introduced to mitigate the effects of asynchronous time delay on the AHV lateral
stability.
This thesis initiates the concept of wireless communication based ATS systems for
AHVs and provides valuable guidance for such design and development.
Keywords: Adaptive Extended Kalman filter, DSRC, data time-delay, Lateral
Stability, AHV, ATS, LQR.
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Articulated heavy vehicles (AHVs) constitute a cost-effective solution for trans-
porting goods. An AHV comprises a tractor, which forms the towing unit, and towed
unit called the trailer. However, AHVs are marred by poor lateral stability at high
speeds and unstable motion modes, such as trailer swaying, jack-knifing, and roll-over,
which frequently cause fatal accidents on highways [7]. The main challenge associated
with the effective control and stabilization of AHVs is improving the lateral stability of
the vehicle by optimizing the variables affecting the stability. These variables include
the yaw rates, lateral acceleration, side-slips, roll rates, and roll angles. To incorporate
these variables, a large number of connections between the sensors deployed in the
vehicle and the controllers and actuators are required. These connections on heavy
vehicles have been implemented with a networking protocol named controller area
network bus (CAN-Bus) for real-time communication. Different parts of the vehicle
are connected together by means of articulation joints, such as couplings. In order to
improve the lateral stability of AHVs, various active safety systems (ASSs), e.g., active
trailer steering (ATS), anti-roll control (ARC), anti-lock braking systems (ABS), ac-
tive trailer braking (ATB), etc., have been investigated. Conventional ASSs for AHVs
are based on wired networks connecting sensors, controllers, actuators, power-packs,
etc., mounted on different vehicle units. Such wiring systems require that multiple
vehicle units be connected through a large number of cables and sockets. While de-
ploying such a large amount of wiring in a single-unit vehicle is straightforward, it
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becomes quite difficult to handle and manage in a multi-unit vehicle, such as an AHV
with a tractor and multiple trailers. Each time the tractor switches its trailers, the
driver needs to properly reconnect or switch cables.
Moreover, the process of managing multi-unit vehicles is complex. Individual units
are connected to one another at articulation points by mechanical couplings, including
pintle hitches, dollies, and fifth wheels. This requires one to set up a communicat-
ing network to include multiple connections within tractors and trailers. Reconnec-
tion problems occur owing to trailer switching when cargo transportation is fixed
to the tractor. The trailers are switched every 200 km in average for a commercial
fleet owners [8]. Furthermore, articulation angles between articulated vehicle units
continuously vary, which increase the probability of disconnection or damage in the
connecting wires and sockets.
Alternatively, wireless communication equipment can be embedded in an AHV to
connect different units through wireless links. Adopting a wireless communication has
several advantages, e.g., flexibility, cost efficiency, ease of maintenance, road safety
enhancement, connectivity with neighboring vehicles, and traffic reduction. With a
wireless communication system, there will be no ports or physical connections between
the vehicle units [9].
Cases associated with wireless communication systems do not have ports or con-
nections between the articulated vehicle units. On the other hand, utilizing a shared
wireless network results in new challenges. A conventional control system generally
involves multiple dynamical systems, which are linked through ideal channels. How-
ever, wireless communication is often implemented under the condition of transmitting
data through imperfect channels that are band-limited and delayed. The challenges
in transferring data over a wireless link between the tractor and the trailer are mostly
similar to those of inter-vehicle wireless communications (IVC). Nevertheless, when-
ever the CAN-bus is replaced with another comprehensive wireless communication
network, the cost associated with design and installation will decrease since the wiring
complexity is lowered.
The increasing vehicle intelligences by adding more advanced sensors and au-
2
tonomous controllers adds cost and complexity. The U.S. department of transporta-
tion’s national highway traffic safety administration (NHTSA) estimated to reach as
many as 200 sensors in each vehicle by 2020 [10]. Using wired solution networks such
as CAN-bus protocol, FlexRay and LIN-Ethernet required cable connection to facili-
tate the connection between ECUs. The cables and accessories adds large amount of
weight mass around 50kg to the passenger car and 130kg in trucks and buses [11]. For
AHVs the length of the wiring harness is estimated to be more than 8km of copper
wire [12]. Lighter vehicles could save up to $800 over 100km in fuel consumption as
forecasted in a study conducted by Natural Resources Canada in 2009 [13]. The wires
themselves and the wire harness installation are costly for vehicle manufacturers. The
wire harness are the most expensive, complex and large electrical components in a
vehicle [14].
Therefore, in this thesis, the introduction and evaluation of wireless communi-
cation standards is highlighted to establish the connection through multiple vehicle
units. The main issues that need to be addressed therefore are associated with data
delays, channel fading, wireless system configuring, and their effects on the lateral
stability of AHVs.
1.1 Thesis Motivations
Intra-vehicle communication plays a very important role in realizing automated
highway system AHS. As mentioned, replacing CAN-bus, shown in Figure 1.1, with
a wireless network has advantageous such as cost and installation complexity reduc-
tion as well as omitting the extra weight that inter-vehicle and intra-vehicle wire
harness [15, 16].
While they may resolve the discussed problems of the wired scenario, wireless
controller systems have two major issues comparing to wired networks that could
destabilize the system:
 The added and at times non-deterministic delay in the communication between
different components of the control system; and
3
 Packet loss due to the wireless channel fading and signal propagation environ-
ment effects.
Figure 1.1: Distributed automotive controller using CAN-bus.
Vehicular traffic and pollution are major concerns facing modern societies. Since
the 1990s, several studies have addressed alternative transportation solutions, such as
CarLink in USA [17]and Crayon in Japan [18]. Adaptive cruise control, platooning,
and stop-and-go traffic systems are considered the most intelligent modern vehicle
applications. Such applications can be generalized under the umbrella of vehicle-
following research [19]. A vehicular communication system is a set of communication
networks designed to facilitate interaction among motor vehicles and between motor
vehicles and other road units. The information shared in such a communication system
includes traffic messages and warning alerts associated with road requirements. The
most advanced vehicular communication networks are effective in reducing accidents
and traffic congestion during rush hours. An increasing number of studies are focusing
on enhancing the level of road safety, for example, studies on vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications.
The above-mentioned problems associated with the use of wireless networks for
intra-vehicle communication can be solved by using appropriate control techniques.
Many studies have attempted to solve these problems by implementing networking
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solutions independent of the control system. In this study, the effects of data delay
and packet loss on control system performance and lateral stability of tractor and
semi-trailer are considered. An adaptive controller is designed based on estimation
techniques that incorporate the parameters of the wireless link to mitigate the draw-
backs of wireless communication. This thesis describes the design of an estimator-
controller based on the Kalman filter. The lateral stability of an AHV includes tractor
and semi-trailer is examined involving designed adaptive extended Kalman filter and
the configured DSRC as the wireless model.
In all wireless network control systems, network delay is a major challenge because
it degrades overall system performance. Packet loss is another cause of performance
degradation and instability in network control systems. These problems are more pro-
nounced in networks with wireless communication links. In a preliminary study, the
effects of network delay on the directional performance and stability of AHVs with an
active trailer steering system are investigated in Chapter 4. This study demonstrates
that a delay as short as 15 ms could potentially destabilize the (ATS) control system.
Furthermore, the effects of packet loss on AHV stability in a double-lane-change ma-
neuver are studied. The simulation results indicate that an uncontrolled system can
easily be destabilized owing to the loss of measured data.
The high-level objectives in this research are two-fold; First, an adaptive estimator-
controller is designed to stabilize an articulated heavy vehicle (AHV) which is using
a wireless communication link to exchange ECUs data. Such an estimator-controller
mitigates the drawbacks of the data delay and the packet loss introduced by adopting
wireless communication links. The performance of the adaptive estimator-controller
is examined for vehicle combinations of tractor/semi-trailer for double-lane change
maneuverability. Also, multiple configurations of the IEEE 802.11p standards in
terms of channel model, modulation, bit-rate, and channel estimation are examined
for the wireless communication block.
Second, a set of guidelines for concurrent design of the wireless communication
system and the adaptive estimator-controller blocks is developed. These guidelines
propose the optimal configurations for the wireless link and the adaptive estimator-
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controller that can lead to improving the AHV lateral stability.
1.2 Thesis Contributions
The objectives and contributions of this thesis can be stated as follows:
1. Investigating the effects of wireless communication on the stability of an AHV
model with three degrees of freedom (3-DOF). The stability analysis is con-
ducted for different models of wireless communication standards. These commu-
nication models include a deterministic data delay model and the non-deterministic
dedicated short range communication (DSRC) standard model as a toolbox in
Simulink/MATLAB.
2. The effects of the physical layer (PHY) parameters of DSRC communication
protocol on the lateral stability of an AHV model under a double lane change
maneuverability are evaluated. This analysis makes use of the implemented co-
simulation platform. Several design parameters of the communication protocol
such as modulation, quantization, channel estimation algorithm and transmit
diversity have been studied. Moreover, a set of guidelines for the concurrent de-
sign of the wireless communication system and the adaptive estimator-controller
blocks, including the ATS controller is developed. These guidelines may propose
the optimal configurations for the wireless link and for the proposed adaptive
estimator-controller that can lead to a stable dynamic system.
3. Design and evaluation of an adaptive extended Kalman filter (AEKF) to mit-
igate the effects of wireless communication for an ATS control system of an
AHV. The designed estimator-controller is based on the combinations of op-
timization techniques of the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) and estimation
techniques of Kalman filter. The designed adaptive extended Kalman filter com-
putes the statistical character of states and measurements based on its real-time
updated communication channel knowledge in Simulink/MATLAB. The filters
in the design are essential in providing predictions based on the previously ac-
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quired statistics in case the system is subjected to a breakdown or incurring
delays. In such a case, the Kalman filters will provide the corresponding set of
data to fill the gap in communication, which has the capacity of keeping the
AHV stable. The process of maintaining the lateral stability for the AHV in-
volves the setting of an alternative but comprehensive safety system within the
Simulink/MATLAB design, which utilizes optimization techniques. The simula-
tion results show that the lateral stability of the AHV with adaptive estimator-
controller improves significantly comparing to the AHV lateral stability results
with wireless communication impacts. All parameters of the wireless communi-
cation scheme and adaptive estimator-controller are optimized to mitigate the
effects of packet-loss and data delay on the lateral stability of the AHV.
4. The need to simulate the sensors and actuators behavior, the dynamic of the au-
tomotive model and characteristics of the radio propagation environment leads
to a proper and realistic simulation communication platform to evaluate all pos-
sible situations. Moreover, this study analyses the performance of the defined
“wireless-active-safety-system” based on data generated by TruckSimr. The
data produced by TruckSimr is fed into the control system that is implemented
using MATLAB/Simulink. The significant challenge in such studies is the lack
of wireless networking co-simulation tools.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as it follows. In Chapter 2, the strategies
studied in the literature related to the stability of AHVs and wireless network con-
trol systems are reviewed. Furthermore, different related developments and projects
using control-estimation techniques are reviewed. Finally, the results of studies on
controller-estimator systems with wireless communication are summarized in a com-
parison table. In Chapter 3 the co-simulation testing platform is described. The de-
sign details of the linear vehicle model with 3-DOF used in this research are discussed.
Finally, the technical details related to the developed DSRC toolbox in MATLAB are
enclosed in this chapter.
Chapter 4 illustrates the preliminary evaluation of the effects of deterministic
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communication delay on the lateral stability of a simplified AHV model. In this
approach, a gain-scheduler is proposed as a solution to mitigate the drawbacks of data
delay for a tolerable value of time. The results presented in this chapter are valuable
to comprehend the tolerance of the overall system against wireless communication
degradation.
Chapter 5 is presenting the details of the preliminary developed co-simulation
platform which is used in the final system evaluations. In this analysis, the effects
of the Kalman filter-based estimator and wireless communication on the performance
of the ATS system have been demonstrated. In Chapter 6, the AHV lateral stability
evaluations against the physical layer parameters of DSRC standard are presented. In
this approach, the performance of an AHV system with different wireless parameter
configurations is studied. The goal of this analysis is to provide a reliable wireless
physical layer guideline in terms of quantization, modulation, diversity and channel
estimation to ensure the AHV lateral stability. No estimation-controller technique is
considered in this evaluation platform. Finally, Chapter 7 presents the comprehensive
stability solution for the wireless-active-safety system including the configured DSRC
model and designed an adaptive extended Kalman filter. In this system analysis,
an adaptive extension of the Kalman filter is designed and used as opposed to the
standard Kalman filter to estimate the delayed or lost data. Generally, the standard
Kalman filter provides optimal solutions for synchronous measurement systems while
in this application the received statistics of estimating nodes from multiple sensors
made up of different data delays. Therefore, an effective solution is introduced to
mitigate the drawbacks of asynchronous delay. This thesis is concluded in Chapter 8
and some future research directions are suggested at the end of this chapter.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
The literature review in this thesis is divided into four major research topics.
Section 2.1 reviews the current results on the stability of AHVs. Wireless network
control systems (Wi-NCS) and their challenges are reviewed in Section 2.2. Estimation
techniques which were proposed to improve the performance of Wi-NCS are discussed
in Section 2.3. Finally, the proposed solutions to reduce the drawbacks of using
communication technologies to improve vehicular networks in real experiment projects
are reviewed in Section 2.4.
2.1 Stability of AHVs
Currently, the automotive industry is producing intelligent vehicles to improve
traffic efficiency, pollution, and fatal accidents around the world. These achievements
add more complexity and require larger amounts of processing power and communi-
cation hardware to exchange data inside each vehicle and among neighboring vehicles.
Conventional approaches to controller design usually have two phases including the
controller algorithm and the plant implementation of the system. The controller al-
gorithms development includes different methods. Most of which are based on the
regulator are designed using different techniques to calculate an appropriate input for
electronic control units (ECUs).
The directional performance of AHVs can usually be evaluated in terms of the
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manoeuvrability and the lateral stability [20]. To represent the low-speed manoeu-
vrability measures efficiently, a unified measure of path-following off-tracking (PFOT)
is introduced, which is defined as the maximum radial offset between the path of the
front-axle centre of the tractor and the path of the rear-axle centre of the rearmost
trailer under a given PFOT test manoeuvre [21]. On the other hand, AHVs ex-
hibit unstable motion modes at high speeds, including jackknifing, trailer swing and
rollover [20]. Similarly, to represent the high-speed lateral stability measures effi-
ciently, the rearward amplification (RWA) is identified as a unified measure, which is
defined as the ratio of the peak lateral acceleration at the centre gravity (CG) of the
rearmost trailer to that of the tractor under a lane-change manoeuvre [21]. From the
design point of view, there exists a trade-off between the manoeuvrability and the
lateral stability.
To improve the directional performance, studies have been performed to investi-
gate potential solutions. The effects of the size and the weight constraints on the ma-
noeuvrability and the stability of multi-trailer articulated heavy vehicles (MTAHVs)
were investigated [22]. Various types of the coupling mechanisms, e.g. A, B and
C dollies, were proposed for reducing the exaggerated motions of rear trailers [23].
To improve the manoeuvrability, several trailer steering axles, e.g. self-steering axles,
have been developed, but the advantages gained in the low-speed manoeuvrability are
partially offset by the poor high-speed lateral stability [24]. The improvement in the
directional performance achieved by the above solutions is limited since the desired
low-speed manoeuvrability and the expected high-speed stability cannot be simulta-
neously guaranteed with the aforementioned passive mechanisms because of various
operating conditions, e.g. the trailer payload and the radius of the road curvature [20].
To address the limitations of the above mechanisms, various trailer lateral dynamic
control (TLDC) systems, e.g. active trailer steering (ATS), trailer differential braking
(TDB) and active roll control (ARC), have been researched. TDB systems were
proposed to produce yaw torques for suppressing the RWA of trailers [25]. ATS
schemes have been developed to enhance the stability of MTAHVs without degrading
the manoeuvrability [26]. ARC techniques have been proposed to improve the roll
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stability of AHVs by raising the static rollover threshold [27]. Recently, integrated
TLDC systems, combining ATS, TDB, and ARC, have been investigated [28].
As an example, an active trailer braking (ATB) controller is introduced in [29].
The proposed braking controller utilizes a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) techniques
to improve the lateral stability of car-semi-trailer systems. In this article, the car-
semi-trailer system is represented by a yaw-plane model with three degrees-of-freedom
(3-DOF). The performance of the designed controller is simulated under a single lane-
change maneuver at high-speed.
Simulation results illustrate that the differential braking control enhances the over-
all lateral stability compared to the baseline design in absence of any controller. Typi-
cal vehicles usually include hundreds of sensors and numerous ECUs that communicate
over a shared network. The goal of such structures is to produce proper input for each
controller to ensure the high performance of the overall dynamic system.
To tackle the trade-off between the manoeuvrability and the stability of AHVs,
optimization techniques have been applied to the design of TLDC systems by consid-
ering the driver–vehicle–controller interaction [21]. To consider the driver’s impact on
the directional performance, a closed-loop dynamic simulation-based design method
for AHVs with TLDC systems has been recommended [28]. With the PFOT and
the RWA as the criteria for the manoeuvrability and the stability respectively, the
proposed method has been applied to the design of TLDC systems for single-trailer
AHVs [21], [28]. Although a driver model was introduced, the model parameters
for characterizing the driver behaviours were not considered as the design variables.
Moreover, in the case of MTAHVs, the proposed design method often fails to find
optimal solutions. It is indicated that, for the design of MTAHVs, the lateral stabil-
ity measures cannot be well represented by the RWA alone [30]. Selecting effective
performance measures is of importance for the design of MTAHVs with TLDC sys-
tems. To examine this issue, M. M. Islam et al., [30] proposed relevant performance
measures for the design of TLDC systems for MTAHVs, but this problem was not
adequately addressed.
The following section reviews the results on network control systems (NCSs) to
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compensate for the effects of network degradation on controller performance.
2.2 Wireless Network Control System
Different elements of NCSs like sensors, actuators, and controllers can commu-
nicate through a shared band-limited digital communication network, as shown in
Figure 2.1. NCS is practical in a wide area application such as mobile sensor net-
works [31], remote surgery, haptic collaboration over the internet, and automated
highway systems and unmanned aerial vehicles [32,33]. Utilizing a shared network in
comparison with different independent networks has new challenges [34]. NCSs study
the area where control and communication theories are connected. Limitation on
channel bandwidth, a limited amount of data per-second can be transmitted by every
kind of communication network. Some studies worked on minimum and maximum
bit rate that a communication channel can reliably carry for linear and non-linear
systems [35–40]. Also, each transmission protocol has a specific size of the header and
the maximum size of the data payload.
Most of the researches on NCS have attempted to improve the performance of the
controller by eliminating the effects of delay and packet-loss in the presence of a given
shared lossy wireless network. However, designing the network based on stability
requirements will result in a high-performance controller. Such collaborating designs
are considered in recent NCS literature [41]. A list of new approaches in different
aspects of NCS like estimation, analysis and controller synthesis for packet-rates,
sampling, delays, and packet-loss are reviewed in [41].
Research on NCSs investigates the area where control and communication theories
are connected. Control theory investigates interconnected dynamical systems that are
linked through “ideal channels”. However, communication theory analyzes the trans-
mission of data through “imperfect channels” which are band-limited and encounter
delays and dropouts [41].
In all networked control systems, a major challenge is network delay. The commu-
nication delay may degrade the overall system performance and is more significant in
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Figure 2.1: Multiple ECUs sharing a network to transfer the required data
wireless communications [7].
2.2.1 Issues Introduced by the Wireless Network Control
Systems
Some issues of wireless networks for intra-vehicle configuration can be compen-
sated with control techniques. However, many papers try to tackle these issues by
networking solutions that are independent of the control system [35,36]. Others treat
these issues as inevitable specifications of the communication system and examine
the control systems under the given specifications [37, 38]. A third approach is to
consider both the communication unit and the control system. These approaches try
to compensate for the above issues using both approaches [7].
In the following sections, each of the above challenges and some of the proposed
approaches to mitigate them will be discussed.
Wireless Communication Delay
Latency is described as the time used for a receiver to successfully receive a mes-
sage from a transmitter. Delay can occur in state measurement and control actuation.
Network delay is, however, a significant factor in wireless communications. Since the
distances are longer in free-space communication, the propagation delay is consider-
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Figure 2.2: Timing diagram of wireless network control system.
able.
Delays can be introduced from the following sources, as described in Figure 2.2:
1. State measurement devices (delays in the sensors Ts),
2. Communication devices (CAN-Bus) or wireless link Tt),
3. Processing delay (delay in controller/estimator Ta).
A gain-scheduler could be designed to mitigate the effects of delay by providing
proper gain vectors for different values of the time delay. In a client-server-oriented
system proposed in [42], a control command is computed by the client. Then, the
calculated control gain is transmitted to a server via a wireless link, as shown in
Figure 2.3.
Within a certain time delay, the server receives data packets. The server, then,
transfers them to the plant, samples its output, and transmits it back to the client
via the same network. The output is received with some delay by the client, and the
cycle is repeated. In this network control system, actuation delays are introduced
and studied. The proposed gain scheduling solution to overcome this problem is to
design a gain scheduling based on LQR feedback. For a specific network delay, a
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proper parameter of the LQR controller is selected using linear matrix inequality
(LMI) optimization techniques. The boundaries of this selection are to ensure the
stability of the system by keeping all the poles of the closed-loop system inside the
stability margin [42] and [43].
A delay-unaware system, however, cannot use this option and requires to stabilize
the system without instantaneous information of the delay. Some constrains on the
delay need to be applied for such an approach. These constraints can be as easy
as putting an upper-bound on the delay and as complex as modeling the delay dis-
tribution with a Markov chain. The LQR based delay-aware scheduler system has
already been analyzed and implemented in [42]. However, for real-time situations
these constrains are not considerable. Usually, the data delay is time-varying and is
complicated to measure for each received data packet. This thesis is aimed to com-
pensate for the effects of time delay on the stability of a wireless ATS included system
without un-realistic considerations and constraints.
Figure 2.3: Client-Server Architecture Diagram.
Wireless Communication Packet-Loss
Packet-loss generally occurs due to transmission errors in the physical network
links or buffer overflows in the protocol stack. Long time delays are one of the causes
of packet reordering and consequently results in packet-loss when the receiver discards
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the outdated arrivals. The phenomena of packet-loss could be modeled stochastically
or deterministically. One of the common stochastic models of packet-loss uses the
Bernoulli process as a simplistic model. Also, to model correlated packet-loss, and
continuous time packet-loss, finite-state Markov chain and Poisson processes are more
common to be considered, respectively [41].
Moreover, implementing this phenomenon deterministically could be possible by
specifying either its time average or a worst-case bound on the number of consecutive
packet-losses.
In NCS designs for the automotive applications, configuring a synchronous time-
triggered scheduling network plays an important role in delay reduction and signal-
interference avoidance. A proper configuration requires proper communication schedul-
ing for ECUs and communication framework. In such systems, scheduling configura-
tion should consider constraints of all communication networks and system dynamics
to properly introduce the commence time for each action and message assignment to
time slots. A desirable scheduling framework utilizes combinations of computational
solvers to reach an efficient and modular configuration for the entire system [44].
Therefore, estimation techniques are more efficient for such cases with a long time
delay or packet loss to compensate for the effects of this problem over the system’s
overall stability.
2.3 Estimation Techniques for Wi-NCS Applica-
tion
Wireless communication challenges in NCSs could be addressed by implementing
different techniques, such as, estimating the dynamic states over lossy communica-
tion channels and stabilizing feedback loop that is closed over imperfect channel net-
works [7]. In estimation techniques, a remote plant is estimated based on received
measurements from a lossy network, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. There are two meth-
ods available to deal with such an estimation problem, smart sensors and remote
estimator. The major challenge of implementing a processor located after sensor
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measurements is to reduce network traffic. However, in remote estimator scenarios,
any raw data will be sent through the network and different techniques are performed
to estimate the state of the remote plant [7].
Figure 2.4: State estimation over a lossy network. (a) Raw sensor measurements, (b)
Smart sensor measurements.
In these types of problems, the lossy channels are modeled as a stochastic process
and estimators use time-varying Kalman filter (TVKF) techniques. For the case of
smart-sensors, Xu et al. [45] outlined the advantages of this local processing of the
measurements before data is transmitted to the remote estimator. The smart sensors
locally calculate an optimal state estimation by stationary Kalman filter and then
transmit the estimated state instead of the raw measurement.
The Kalman filter is an estimation tool to predict or estimate the desired param-
eters used in the processes. Originally, this tool is developed to estimate the states
of a linear system. Estimating the state of both linear and non-linear systems has
two purposes. The first purpose of state estimation is stabilizing the controlled sys-
tem. Second is failure probability prediction to prevent the system from falling into
unstable regions.
Although in most situations the state variables could not directly be measured.
This estimation technique is able to generate the desired information by receiving the
measured variable vector. The received measured vector is a function of the state
variable which is usually degraded by some random noise.
Furthermore, for remote estimator scenario Liu et al. [46] make an assumption
to model the channel dropout by Bernoulli process and calculated boundaries for
probable dropout rate. In [47], authors extended the result to have partial losses so
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that each set of measurements is divided into two elements which are encoded and
transmitted independently.
Some other related studies implemented the estimation techniques to stabilized
estimation error process for received measurements that suffered from a random de-
lay [48, 49]. Furthermore, Smith et al. [50] propose conditions to stabilize the error
process by the convergence of the Riccati iteration to reduce estimation computation
load. Thus the remote estimator can compute the optimal estimation from a local
estimated state which is received up to current time successfully. The sensor mea-
surements should not be sent to the remote estimator during all time slots to decrease
traffic in a communication network.
The relation between communication and estimation performance was studied
in [45], [51], [52]. In these studies, a smart sensor, stationary Kalman filter, and a
copy of the remote estimator are used to implement a technique to reduce network
traffic which is shown in Figure 2.4. The smart sensor compares its local estimate with
the local copy of remote estimator then it would decide to transmit the local estimate
through the network. In these works, it is typical to consider a discrete-time system
with a constant delay and sampling rate. Therefore, stabilizing such a time-invariant
system would be simple.
In such a scenario, a function is defined that corresponds to constant sampling rate
and delay, respectively. If this function is Schur, then NCS is exponentially stable. A
function called Schurness when all its magnitude of eigenvalues is less than one. Zhang
et al. [53] claim that Schurness of so mentioned function is an adequate condition to
conclude the stability of the NCS in the time-invariant scenarios. Most protocols
do not guarantee constant delay except few techniques such as the controller area
network (CAN). Introducing a buffer at the receiver is a solution to equalize variable
delays to constant delays from the view of NCS [41]. This idea is graphically shown
in Figure 2.5.
Zhang et al. [54] propose a deterministic dropout model with a defined asymp-
totic rate of dropout occurrence. Under these assumptions the discrete-time state of
dropout model falls under the class of asynchronous dynamic systems (ADSs). Noting
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Figure 2.5: One-channel LTI NCS with buffer controller.
that discrete dynamics for hybrid systems of ADSs is implemented by finite automata.
A two-channel feedback NCS with zero-mean uncorrelated white noise processes
is considered in [55], [56]. Both channels are lossless networks but each of them has a
variable delay with different values and the sampling rate is assumed to be constant.
Moreover, the sensor channel delay is known by the controller. In these studies, it
has been shown that for such an NCS it is possible to derive optimal linear control.
Nilsson et al. [55] implement a three-state Markov chain to map transition between
channels that each state is related to a particular network load. Also, Nilsson et
al. [56] expand their works by assuming an output feedback case. Meaning that the
optimal controller is dependent on the estimation of the state of variables that are
calculated by time-varying Kalman filter.
Furthermore, Nilsson et al. [57] address the same model with the variable sampling
rate and Nesic et al. [58] also address a situation that bounded sum of both delays
becomes larger than one sampling interval. In these studies, they implement a new
method to derive controller gain. This new method introduces an efficient numerical
algorithm to solve observer gain. However, finding controller gain is not simple.
Naghshtabrizi et al. [59] utilize a linear cone complementarity algorithm to derive the
controller gains.
Table 2.1 summarizes the following literature reviews.
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2.4 Application and Experiments
The scholarly works that have been undertaken recently have enhanced the studies
and developments in the broad area of sensor networks for vehicles. The evaluations
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have considered each vehicle as a sensor node. However, these kinds of wireless sen-
sor networks attempt to improve connectivity within vehicles to infrastructure called
inter-vehicle communication (IVC) or vehicle-to-vehicle networks respectively. Re-
lying on local sensors data only causes lateral and longitudinal instability due to
oscillations. These classes of communication have many applications and some recent
projects in this area depict the need for advanced designs. Some of the applications
offered to assist in maintaining the close distance to avoid collision and reduce fuel
consumption and traffic jam. For example, in cases involving a convoy which is a
collection of vehicles following a leader on its trajectory. Such methods can be used
for other applications, for example, safely space, airplanes, and preventing runway in-
cursions. Moreover, it is used to keep a safe distance when the trains want to stop and
need to coordinate with smaller trains. The longitudinal and speed control scenario
build safely organized movements to avoid collision [63]. Several projects have been
recently conducted to address this problem such as PATH, Energy ITS, and iQFleet.
The introduction of PATH projects is meant to increase the capacity of a highway
lane. Therefore, PATH maintains a sufficient gap to prevent colliding with the last
vehicle of the forward platoon [64]. On the other hand, the Energy ITS project
attempts to reduce energy and global warming in truck platooning applications by the
Japanese Ministry of Economy. It maintains the distance around 10 meters between
trucks moving on a highway. The Lateral Control acquires input from lane marker
detection and longitudinal control works by distance measurements. Furthermore, the
iQFleet project focuses on the controlling of platoons in the presence of other road
users, road topology, and infrastructure considering road conditions. It compares
Adaptive Cruise Control and radar information, which has a 40 – 60 meters gap
between trucks with their developments. The authors assume the driver finds the
closest acceptable gap [65].
An application of IVC is moving a fleet of vehicles in a fixed distance. IVC
helps decrease gaps between vehicles to improve driver safety, fuel efficiency, traffic-
jam, and air pollution. Such undertakings can be done by having information from
preceding and leader vehicle with the aid of IVC. Each platoon creates a cooperative
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system, which distributes sensor, control and actuation data. The control system is
a combination of external from the leader and internal from sensors in the respective
followers. Many works have been done to implement close car following applications.
Although they could solve the problems with control theory, some communication
issues are still open. The platooning application can improve the driver’s security if
the system fault is less than human error.
In collision avoidance cases, one of the common methods is to model obstacles
in potential fields. In this technique, the barrier is considered as the gradient of
the potential superimposed fields. The approach could also find other vehicles as an
obstacle with velocity to ease localization in platoon [66]. Authors in [67] reported a
dynamic differential equation system model to generate a navigation path considering
obstacles. In their study, sensors data did not play a useful role, which made the
method time-consuming. The elastic band model is one of the famous methodologies
for robot obstacle avoidance that was proposed in [67] and [68]. In their analysis,
the desired path is modeled as an elastic band, and barriers in the associated path
are represented as forces on the band by keeping both starting and ending points as
fixed [66].
Moreover, the authors of [66] classified all forces on this elastic band in three
groups: internal shrinkage, external, and constraint forces. However, the internal force
is describing Hooke’s law of springs, which can model the avoidance behavior, as well
as the external force, is representing obstacles in the path. A discrete line represents
the path associated with this approach. Each spot of this line is presented by an
equation which is depending on total so-described forces. In this group of studies,
human driving behaviors are displayed using a physical model that shows acceptable
results in a standard robot platooning [66]. Their dynamic collision avoidance model
shows an excellent performance in adjacent lanes as well as a vehicle for the series
while all obstacles and paths remain defined predefined. On the other hand, the
performance of this design has the restriction to perform optimally when the leader
does the severing or movements due to the absence of vehicle dynamic model.
As discussed, vehicle-following technology requires accurate positioning of all ve-
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hicles in a fleet. GPS services are vastly used in research today as its accuracy has
improved over the years. The key point in platooning is to maintain a safe and direct
distance between vehicles in a fleet [4]. Worth noting is the authors in [69], where
they equipped each vehicle with two GPS sensors in a three-vehicle platoon. The
experiment illustrated a good performance to maintain a predefined distance between
vehicles with constant low speed. The associated sensors updated the controller with
the location of all vehicles in their group to keep a safe distance between vehicles.
Their method is examined in three different scenarios on a field test considering four
vehicles in a platoon. Based on the four scenarios, the fourth vehicle attempts to enter
or leave the fleet to test controller performance in keeping a constant gap between
vehicles. The research showed the capability of GPS to provide vehicle localization
with centimeter level errors [69]. Authors of [66] expanded this research by using only
one GPS sensor and substituting the second one with sensors to communicate with
the proceeding vehicle. In this study, an automatic vehicle follows a leader which is
driven by the human. The basis of this paper is significant for their designed sensor
technology to maintain a constant distance between two vehicles.
Authors in [4] utilize real-time kinematic (RTK) GPS sensor to take the advantage
of accurate real-time positioning for a leader vehicle. Moreover, as knowledge of
distance and speed of proceeding vehicles is necessary for a platoon the direct sensors
are used to collect required data to make their system independent of vehicle-to-road
infrastructure communication [4]. Both of these groups of sensors make platooning
more stable when each loses their line of sight in the presence of an obstacle on the
road. In this experiment called Cycab, which is the French urban electric vehicle,
is used to analyze the method employed in the study. These types of urban electric
vehicles utilize Wi-Fi technology to establish communication between vehicles and
could be driven either manually or automatically as shown in Figure 2.6.
The main aspect that makes these studies related to one another is the common
objective towards maintaining a notable curvilinear distance between vehicles. In
the linear range, the monotonous alignment could not be considered while a reference
path with high curvature is followed. The common phenomenon associated with RTK
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Figure 2.6: Future Transportation: Cycab self driving cars [4].
GPS is that they are equipped with “Sagitta” unit to measure the distance between
the centre of the curve and centre of its base [4]. Also, they are capable of designing
control laws to reach their goal based on the kinematic model of their vehicle. In
evaluation experiments for RTK GPS, two Cycabs takes part in the platoon.
In this case, the follower joined the fleet and tried to reach the predefined constant
curvilinear distance to the leader to hook and drive on their reference path. The
results illustrated good performance to keep a constant distance in a fleet even when
signal satellites are lost due to the presence of inertial sensors. Collision avoidance in
platooning needs a precise real-time controller calculation to detect all obstacles on
the road and the plan required such a tendency to arrive at the destination. In the
robot platoon, each follower avoids the collision by considering received information
from the proceeding robot such as its speed, inertia, and braking [69].
Furthermore, due to GPS disadvantageous, some papers considered the longitudi-
nal platoons that require only vehicle-to-vehicle communication [70]. Equipping each
vehicle in the fleet with an intelligent sensing and controlling system is not sufficient
due to the limited perception of each conveyance. Therefore, vehicle-to-vehicle com-
munication schemes require accumulated and accurate awareness of the environment
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of travel. The communication system was described and comprehensive testing for
autonomous mobile robots to travel in a platoon was carried out [69]. This paper
utilized gradient tracking as a harmonic field method, to model the controller for
their mobile robots. In the gradient-tracking method the obstacles are not mobile.
Therefore, the field method was modified in this study since each proceeding robot
is considered as a barrier for its follower. The modification yields to implement a
distributed control algorithm with two computation stages. In this case, each robot
ideally plans its speed and direction based on individual observation and then the
controller algorithm revises the computation-based on collected data with the overall
perception of the workspace.
On the other hand, wireless transceivers based on IEEE 802.15.4 were used to
broadcast some required data at each predefined time instant. The algorithm was
tested on two robots on a field with two fixed obstacles, and the goal was to keep a con-
stant distance through their travel. The results indicated that distance-maintenance
error could be improved to be limited to 0.2 mm by updating all robots with new obser-
vation frequently [69]. Furthermore, a near-to-near platoon system was also designed
in [70] for the collision avoidance approach in severe vehicle brakes. Authors of [70]
considered a longitudinal platoon problem in one dimension without the necessity
of positioning using GPS or infrastructures. The implemented controller calculated
the maximum adequate acceleration in severe proceeding brake while maintaining the
vehicle’s gap as small as possible. The design was a modified version of an existing
generic controller that calculated desired acceleration in response to distance, the ve-
locity of ahead, and rear vehicles. Therefore, the proposed controller ensures stability
as well as collision avoidance. The model was examined theoretically in several brake
actions with maximum capacity, and acceptable results are reported.
Besides, as mentioned earlier, the stability of platooning could be guaranteed by
having a real-time controller to collect existing data and estimate relevant, accurate
action in the harsh situation. As an example, predicting precise steering in a curva-
ture road is necessary for a platoon with constant speed to avoid unexpected breaking.
According to this case, the authors of [71] proposed an automated steering controller
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that collects the required data from both the GPS and the front bumper sensors. The
estimation algorithm from such an approach considered the steering angle and its
derivative as the state variable vector to observe accurate lateral displacement esti-
mation. Finally, a closed-loop controller employed an estimated lateral displacement
to ensure the stability of the vehicle dynamic by applying an optimum steering angle.
Simulation results illustrated an increase in stability of platoon and collision avoid-
ance with the aid of having a provision on-road harshness [71]. Therefore, scholars
have advanced their work in this field. However, there is a need for a more reliable




The need to simulate the sensors and actuators behavior, the dynamic of the
automotive model and the characteristics of the radio propagation environment led
to the development of a proper and realistic co-simulation platform. In this research,
the performance of any solution to compensate for wireless delays and data loss is
analyzed.
3.1 The Co-Simulation Platform Description
There is a need to simulate effectively the wireless communication link and network
associated with this research. Therefore, it was necessary to integrate the wireless link
parameters and transmitter/receiver structures in MATLAB. The considered simula-
tion models of the AHV, wireless communication model, the time-delay model, and
proposed solutions to compensate for the effects of data delay and packet loss are sum-
marized in Figure 3.1. The co-simulation platform that is being used in each chapter
is described below. In simulation runs of the following platforms, the double-lane-
change maneuver is reproduced at a constant vehicle speed of 88km/h. The sampling
time is considered to be 1 ms.
In order to validate four solutions as outlined in Figure 3.1 and described in Chap-
ters 4, 5, 6 and 7, a simulation scenario is considered. This simulation scenario
includes an AHV model that employs the designed ATS controller and physical-wire-
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based communication among the vehicle electronics modules. This case is considered
an ideal scenario as there is no time delay and ATS controller stabilizes the system.
The performance ratio achieved in this ideal scenario for each solution platform is











































Figure 3.1: A summary diagram of co-simulation platform and proposed solutions.
3.1.1 Co-Simulation Platform of Chapter 4: An LQR-Based
Gain Scheduler to Reduce the Impacts of Wireless Com-
munication in an ATS-Enabled AHV
 Vehicle Model: As preliminary evaluation in Chapter 4, the simplified tractor
and semi-trailer model described in Section 3.3.2 is used. This model is imple-
mented in MATLAB to review the stability of the AHV model with wireless
time-delay.
 Wireless Communication Model: The wireless communication channel im-
plies time-varying delays in the control loop. In this co-simulation platform,
not a specific wireless communication standard is considered. The goal of this
study is to evaluate the effects of time-delay on the lateral stability of the ar-
ticulated vehicle with ATS as well as investigating the system stability margins
of time-delay tolerance for the optimum case.
 Active Controller Model: The ATS controller is designed using the LQR
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technique. The LQR control gain is determined using the state-space variables
of the AHV model described in Section 3.3.2.
 Proposed Solution to Reduce the Impacts of Wireless Communica-
tion: In this preliminary study, an LQR gain scheduler is presented to provide
a proper control gain vector to stabilize an AHV with an ATS system. This
LQR gain scheduler was successfully mitigating the delay that was introduced
into the system for a limited time delay value.
3.1.2 Co-Simulation Platform of Chapter 5: An Extended
Kalman filter Scheduler to Reduce the Impacts of Wire-
less Communication in an ATS-Enabled AHV
 Vehicle Model: The simulation platform of Chapter 5 starts with the TruckSimr
block, where the AHV is modeled to represent a tractor/semi-trailer combina-
tion. The AHV model is based on the 3-DOF tractor/semi-trailer explained in
Section 3.3.3.
 Wireless Communication Model: The wireless network is modeled us-
ing a virtual wireless communication link named TrueTime explained in Sec-
tion 3.2.2. Two standard wireless communication schemes, i.e., the WLAN
based on IEEE802.11b and the Zigbee based on IEEE802.15.4, are considered.
The wirelessly transmitted data representing the virtual sensor information from
the trailer are subject to data loss and delay. The effects of wireless communica-
tion with two schemes on the direction performance of the AHV are examined.
In this case, synchronous time-delay is considered.
 Active Controller Model: The ATS controller is designed in MATLAB/Simulink
package. The estimated data are delivered to the controller based on the linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) technique to determine the control variables. The
LQR controller is designed based on a linear AHV model described in Sec-
tion 3.3.3.
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 Proposed Solution to Reduce the Impacts of Wireless Communica-
tion: The available state variables of the trailer are sent to the Kalman-filter-
based estimator allocated on the tractor. With the remote sensor information
from the trailer and the local sensor information from the tractor transmitted
the CAN-bus, the Kalman-filter-based estimator will predict the missed and
required vehicle states.
3.1.3 Co-Simulation Platform of Chapter 6: Configuration
Analysis of DSRC to Reduce the Impact of Wireless
Communication in an ATS-Enabled AHV
 Vehicle Model: The AHV model used in Chapter 6 co-simulation platform
is based on the 3-DOF AHV model of Section 3.3.3. The AHV model of
the tractor/semi-trailer is modeled virtually in the industry level simulator
TruckSimr.
 Wireless Communication Model: The wireless network is modeled using
the integrated DSRC model in MATLAB, as described in Section 3.2.3. In this
study, through implementing a wireless link using DSRC, the performance of
the proposed ATS-enabled AHV with wireless communication is studied. The
latency and the accuracy of the communication system will, therefore, affect
the stability of the AHV. The time-delay is considered to synchronous in this
platform.
 Active Controller Model: The ATS controller is designed in MATLAB/Simulink
package based on the LQR technique. The LQR control variables are calculated
based on a linear AHV model described in Section 3.3.3.
 Proposed Solution to Reduce the Impacts of Wireless Communica-
tion: This chapter analyzes the effect of several design parameters and con-
figurations of the communication system on the stability of the tractor-trailer
system. The studied parameters are diversity gain, modulation, channel esti-
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mation, and quantization. The results show that in a realistic implementation,
choosing the proper configurations of the wireless link, the AHV can be success-
fully stabilized trough ATS-enabled AHV with wireless communication.
3.1.4 Co-Simulation Platform of Chapter 7: An Adaptive
Extended Kalman filter to Reduce the Impact of Wire-
less Communication in an ATS-Enabled AHV
 Vehicle Model: The described AHV tractor and trailer model in Section 3.3.3
is modeled virtually in TruckSimr is used in co-simulation platform of Chap-
ter 7. This software generated the vehicle state based on sensor measurements.
 Wireless Communication Model: Communication between the sensors and
the controller (i.e., tractor and trailer) is established using the integrated DSRC
model in MATLAB, as described in Section 3.2.3. As mentioned, the DSRC
model is based on the IEEE 802.11p standard. However, multi-delay sensor
samples are considered in the opposite of earlier co-simulation platforms.
 Active Controller Model: The ATS controller for improving lateral stability
is modeled based on the LQR technique in MATLAB/Simulink. The LQR gain
vector is calculated based on the AHV model described in Section 3.3.3.
 Proposed Solution to Reduce the Impacts of Wireless Communica-
tion: The designed LQR-based controller required the state vector value at
each sampling interval of 0.5ms to ensure AHV lateral stability. However, the
introduced multi-rate delay and packet loss prevented the controller from pro-
viding an optimal solution. Therefore, an estimator is introduced to overcome
the described nonlinearity. Using this simulation platform, the designed adap-
tive extended Kalman filter is developed and modeled in MATLAB/Simulink.
This estimator provides the correct value of the state vector to Simulink for use
in the subsequent sampling interval.
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3.2 Wireless Communication Model
In this thesis study, two wireless communication simulation platforms are used
to emulate the effects of wireless data delay and packet loss, including MATLAB
TrueTime toolbox and configured DSRC model that are described in this chapter.
3.2.1 Packet Loss Vs. Latency
In wireless data propagation, packet loss and latency (e.i., delay) are naturally
tied to each other, but they have differences. Delay is measuring the amount of time
it takes for a packet of data to be received from the data transmitter or the round-
trip time. Latency is occurring in four networking factors namely, processing delay,
buffering delay, transmission delay, and propagation delay. Usually, the available
networking tools can calculate the time delay by measuring the time it takes to receive
acknowledgment message in round return time. However, determining a delay between
a transmitter and a receiver is difficult. In some transmission protocol algorithm like
IEEE 802.15.4 or Zigbee, this amount can be measured by comparing the time-stamp
of the sent packet and estimation of the wireless channel behaviours [72].
Packet loss happens as one or more data packets fail to be received at the des-
tination. Packet loss typically occurs by data transmission errors or due to network
congestion. Moreover, a number of factors in wireless network systems cause packet
corruption or lost. These factors are including radio frequency interference (RFI),
low signal power due to distance, multi-path fading and defected transceiver hard-
ware/drivers. RFI is defined as electromagnetic interference in the radio frequency
spectrum from an external electrical source. This disturbance can increase the error
rate. In wireless communications, the signal transmitted by a transmitter often goes
through multiple propagation paths to arrive at the receiver. Therefore, the receiver
receives a superposition of multiple copies of the transmitted signal, called multi-path
fading. This phenomenon usually happens when the transmitter and the receiver are
moving with respect to each other and/or with respect to the environment [73].
In this study, the packet is considered to be always received by the receiver through
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the wireless platform but with a possible time delay. The analysis and proposed
solutions are aiming to provide the measured data at the expected time to ensure the
stability. To mitigate the effects of missed data at each sampling time, four solutions
are introduced and examined in this thesis. Although all these four solutions are
providing the data at each time stamp but since the estimation technique is designed
based on the Kalman filter theory, the system is relying on the each measuring data
packets to tune the probability density for the future data estimation of the data.
Therefore, the packet loss is not considered directly through this thesis study.
3.2.2 Wireless Communication Link Emulated Using True-
Time
Another simulation package used in the evaluation of the proposed control system
is TrueTime. TrueTime [74] is a package that implements the medium access control
(MAC) and the physical layer of the wireless communication system, respectively.
This MATLAB/Simulink based co-simulator was developed at Lund University, Swe-
den, in 1999 to model networked control systems. This simulator consists of Simulink
block libraries which use ordinary block connections to create a real-time system.
This toolbox facilitates the co-simulation of controller task execution in real-time
kernels, network transmissions, and continuous plant dynamics. TrueTime network
block simulates medium access and packet transmission (physical and medium access
layer) in a local area network. It supports both wired and wireless connectivity within
the network. TrueTime supports the IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee) wire-
less protocols and integrates with MATLAB/Simulink that is typically used by vehicle
dynamics simulators like TruckSim®. The block library of TrueTime is illustrated in
Figure 3.2. For the purpose of a preliminary evaluation of this research, the TrueTime
toolbox is used to model the wireless link between the nodes of the network control
system using the WLAN communication scheme.
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Figure 3.2: Block library of TrueTime in MATLAB-Simulink.
3.2.3 DSRC Wireless Communication Toolbox Based
The dedicated short-range communication, DSRC, originally designed for safely
data transmission in vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) schemes.
The related research reviewers show that DSRC is a suitable communication scheme
for this study. In this section, first the advantages of using DSRC and its prospective
applications are discussed and then this section looks into technical details related to
the designed DSRC simulation toolbox in MATLAB.
Advantages of DSRC
The communication block can use one of the standard communication systems that
apply to the application. Referring to literature reviewers, IEEE 802.11a has been
included because it is associated with the indoor environment giving a high rate of
communication of the collected data as well as low mobility for users. However, IEEE
802.11p standard is usually set to operate at higher user mobility that the conventional
models (vehicular communication). Therefore, decreasing the bandwidth signal to 10
MHz within IEEE 802.11p makes the communication more reliable. This guarantees
a higher mobility channel by reducing the ISI. The ISI introduces from the multipath
channel in wide signal propagation.
The vehicular communication system based on IEEE 802.11p, which is some-
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times called the dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) works at 5.9GHz over
a range of up to one kilometer with a bandwidth of 75MHz. The standard IEEE
802.11p provides specifications for both MAC layer and the physical layer for ve-
hicular communication. The dedicated short-range communication used in vehicular
networks is capable of connecting both roadside units and onboard units. The phys-
ical layer associated with IEEE 802.11p includes multiple modulation options up to
64-QAM and OFDM-based transmitters.
DSRC systems are the best candidate for communications-based services on vehicle
tracking. The following list summarizes some of the most important reasons to adopt
DSRC as the main communication scheme in this research.
i. The signal operation is based on a frequency band, which is licensed.
ii. It is the primary choice for vehicle safety by the federal communications commis-
sion (FCC).
iii. It guarantees a secured wireless interface for active safety programs.
iv. It works best with high-speed, short-ranged, and low-latency wireless networks.
v. It can be used with higher vehicle speed mobility applications as opposed to
ordinary models.
vi. It performs under extreme weather conditions such as rain and snow.
vii. The communication systems can work under multipath transmissions typically
within roadways.
viii. It can accommodate vehicle-to-vehicle as well as vehicle-to-infrastructure net-
work [75].
Frequency Assignment and Channel Management
IEEE 802.11p known as DSRC works in about nine channels, which have a fre-
quency band illustrated in Figure 3.3. Channel CH172 at 5.860GHz and channel
CH184 at 5.920GHz both are safety dedicated channels.
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Figure 3.3: Safety channels, Control channel and Service channels in IEEE 802.11p [5].
The first channel gives a comprehensive security solution while the next band
protects the channel against existing channel congestions. Channel 178 at 5.890GHz
serves as the control channel for the transmitted data and established links, respec-
tively. The remaining channels serve different purposes according to the bidirectional
communication allocations among the various units. The pair of channels CH174,
CH176 and channels CH180, CH182 can be linked together to form a single 20MHz
channel. Such channels are called CH175 and CH181, respectively. The 5MHz gap at
the beginning of the band at 5.85GHz is used as a guard band (GB) [5].
Configuration of the wireless communication block
A part of this research involves the study of the wireless networked control system
performance for different communication schemes with different parameters. The goal
is first to find the best communication standard scheme among available technologies
and second provide the optimum configurations of wireless communication parameters
in the physical layer. To achieve the required objective, MATLAB simulation is used
to evaluate the baseband processing associated with the transceiver. Based on the
preliminary analysis and related research reviews, IEEE 802.11p standard is essential
since it allows the use of the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM).
OFDM scheme guarantees larger transmissions of data rate up to 27Mbps. Different
modulation systems such as binary phase shift keying (BPSK), quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM), and quadrate phase shift keying (QPSK) are compatible in this
standard and could be examined. Such schemes are linked to time correction codes for
interleaving as well as convolutional errors. A guard interval, which is integrated at
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transmitted data in this standard, reduces the effects of the inter-symbol interference
(ISI). Furthermore, a special channel simulator is designed and parameterized based
on the articulated angle between trailer and tractor based on the Rician Channel
model is designed. The parameter configuration details are described in Appendix A.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the block diagram of the implemented vehicular communi-
cation system.
Figure 3.4: Block Diagram of the Implemented DSRC system
As seen in this figure, an OFDM system with 64 sub-carriers is adopted to mitigate
the frequency selective nature of the channel. Block type pilots are periodically sent
over the channel to be used at the receiver, for channel estimation. Both minimum
mean square estimator (MMSE) and least square (LS) channel estimators have been
implemented in the receiver. The detected measurements are then fed to the controller
to ensure the stability of the AHV.
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3.3 Vehicle Models
In this thesis, two AHV models are used in the co-simulation platform to perform
the system analysis that is explained in this section.
3.3.1 Virtual AHV modeled Using TruckSimr Software
As shown in Figure 3.1, the virtual AHV is modeled using TruckSim softwarer. In
the numerical simulation, the TruckSimr model is used as the virtual vehicle system
to evaluate the performance of the proposed wireless communication based ATS sys-
tem. TruckSimr is a software tool for simulating and analyzing the dynamic behavior
of medium to heavy trucks, buses, and articulated vehicles [76]. This automotive soft-
ware package is the most professional tool for modeling the movement of an articulated
vehicle. It can simulate many characteristics of dynamic AHV such as steering angle,
yaw rate, braking dynamics, vehicle stability, and balance and so on.
The TruckSimr model can be used for analyzing the combined directional and roll
behavior of the tractor and the trailer during dynamic maneuvers that approach the
lateral stability limits. There is a driver model built in TruckSimr software, which
can be used for closed-loop dynamic simulations. The total number of DOF of the
vehicle model is eighteen. Each of the sprung masses is treated as a rigid body with
five DOF, namely lateral, vertical, pitch, roll and yaw. The forward velocity of the
tractor is assumed to remain constant under any maneuver. Thus, the longitudinal
DOF is not included. The fifth wheel couples the adjacent units, i.e., the tractor and
the trailer, and the fifth wheel is modeled as a ball-joint, about which roll, yaw, and
pitch motions are allowed.
Each axle is treated as a beam axle that can roll and bounce with respect to the
sprung mass to which it is attached. The TruckSimr software package involves the
following three relevant elements: 1) the VS browser, 2) the TruckSimr databases,
and 3) the VS solver. The VS browser is a graphical user interface, which serves as
the primary interface to TruckSimr. The TruckSimr databases are used to select
vehicle configuration templates and to define the system parameters, the tire-road
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interactions, the test maneuvers, etc. The VS solver is utilized to solve the relevant
governing equations of motion of the vehicle model and to execute the defined dynamic
simulations. The VS browser can be used to allow other applications, e.g., control
systems designed in Simulink software and access to the TruckSim databases via an
interface.
Using the TruckSim® simulator and by implementing the wireless communication
system in MATLAB, the performance of the proposed wireless active safety system
is investigated for the preliminary system evaluation and published in [77].
3.3.2 Simplified Tractor and Semi-Trailer Plant Model
A 3-DOF AHV model deigned by Shamim, R., et al. [43] is used in this evaluation.
This 3-DOF vehicle model is presented in the schematic diagram shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of the 3 DOF vehicle model.
Three motions are considered in this model: the leading unit lateral speed V , yaw
rate r1 and the articulated angle between the leading and trailing units ψ.
Vehicle System Model
An articulated vehicle has three typical unstable motion modes. The articulation
joint and the towing unit suspensions mostly isolate the driver to these unstable
dynamic behaviors of the trailer. Therefore, a feasible control method has to be
implemented for improving the lateral stability of an articulated vehicle. In general,
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any physical system can be mathematically modeled as a state space, with a set of
inputs, outputs, and state variables. For a linear system, the most common state-space
representation has the formation of Equation (3.3.1). The AHV system is linearized
by considering above three conditions explained in Section 3.3.2.
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t)
(3.3.1)
Generally, in a common state-space representation of Equation (3.3.1), A(.) is the
state (or system) matrix, B(.) is the input matrix, C(.) is the output matrix, x(t) is
the state vector, y(t) is the output vector and finally u(t) is the input (or control)
vector.
Three motions are considered in this model: the leading unit lateral speed V , yaw
rate r, and the articulation angle between the leading and trailing units ψ. Shamim,
S., et al. [43] claims that for their model, the following equations govern the motions
of the leading unit Equation( 3.3.2 to 3.3.4) and trailer Equation( 3.3.5 to 3.3.7),
respectively.
m1(U̇ − Vr) = −X1 cos δ −X2 +X (3.3.2)
m1(V̇ − Ur) = f1(α1) + f2(α2) +X1 sin δ − Y (3.3.3)
I1ṙ = af1(α1)− bf2(alpha2) + aX1 sin δ + dY (3.3.4)
m2(U̇ − Vr) = −X3 cos δ − Y sinψ +X cosψ (3.3.5)
m2(
´̇V − Ú ŕ) = f3(α3) + Y cosψ −X sinψ (3.3.6)
I1ŕ = −hf3(α3)− e(−Y cosψ +X sinψ) (3.3.7)
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These equations are linearized as described in Equation( 3.3.8).
Mẋ+ Dx+ Fδ = 0
x = {V, r, ψ̇, ψ}
(3.3.8)
To linearize the model, three conditions are assumed:
1. The forward motion of the vehicle is considered constant. This is reflected by
considering the forward speed of U to be constant in Equation( 3.3.8).
2. The articulation angle between the tractor and trailer units, ψ, is considered
small. Therefore, cosψ = 1 and sinψ = ψ.
3. Finally, since the initial conditions are zero, then ψ̇ can be approximated as
ψ̇ = r − ŕ.
The matrices of mass M, damping D and F are presented in Appendix B. The de-
scription of these parameters is presented in the first column of Table 3.1, which is
reproduced from [43].
In order to introduce the ATS subsystem to the vehicle system, the governing
equations of motion for the trailing unit should be rewritten as Equation( 3.3.9).
m1(
˙́
U − V́ ŕ) = −X3 cosφ− Y sinψ +X
m1(
˙́
V − Ú ŕ) = f3(α) + Y cosψ −X sinψ +X3 sinφ
I2ŕ = −hf3(α3)− 3(−Y cosψ +X)− hX3 sinφ
(3.3.9)
Therefore, the linearized state-space form of the above equations can be expressed
as Equation( 3.3.10).
Mẋ+ Dx+ CsFδ = 0 (3.3.10)
where matrices M, D and F are the same as those for the baseline model, while matrix
Cs is the control matrix and is provided in Appendix B. With the ATS system, the
steering angle for the trailer wheels is considered as the control variable.
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Table 3.1: Parameter description and values.
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3.3.3 Comprehensive 3-DOF Tractor and Semi-Trailer Model
In order to design the LQR controller for the ATS system of the AHV, the linear
vehicle model with 3-DOF is developed. As shown in Figure 3.6 the AHV consists of
a 2-axle tractor and a 3-axle semi-trailer. Each tractor axle and the semi-trailer axle
group are modeled as a single wheel. This model considers three motions, including
the tractor side-slip angle β1, tractor yaw rate γ1 and the articulation angle between
the tractor and the semi-trailer ψ.
a₁₁ b₁₂  
lc1  
Fy₁   
F₂   
α₂   δ₂   α₁    δ1f   
β₁    
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Figure 3.6: The Yaw-Plane Model of a Tractor/Semi-Trailer
For simplicity, the following assumptions are made: (a) The forward vehicle ve-
locity U is constant and the longitudinal dynamics is neglected; (b) The vehicle is
running on horizontal surface, therefore the pitch and bounce motions are neglected;
(c) Tire side-slip angles are small, and linear tire model is applicable; (d) As the
articulation angle is assumed to be small, then forward velocities of the tractor and
the trailer are considered to be equal; (e) The aerodynamics and load shifting are
neglected.
However, in line with Newton’s Second Law of motion, leading uniform model
equations were created. Such a move considers the statement space-based governing
equations as described in Equation( 3.3.11).
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x(̇t) = Ax(t) + B1δ1f (t) + B2δ1(t) + B3δ3(t) (3.3.11)
y(t) = Cx(t) + D1δ1f (t) + D2δ1(t) + D3δ3(t).
where x = [γ̇1 ψ̇ β1 ψ ] and y(t) = [U1β̈1 U1β̈2 ]
T are the state variable vector
and output vector, respectively. Moreover, the vehicle system matrices of Equa-
tion (3.3.11) are defined as follows:
A = M−1P, B1 = M
−1H1, (3.3.12)
B2 = M
−1H2, B2 = M
−1H2.
where matrices M,P,H1,H2,H3,C,D1,D2 and D3 are provided in detail in Ap-
pendix A. Furthermore, the system parameter description is presented in Table 3.2.
The directional performance of the tractor/semi-trailer combination could be im-
proved by introducing an active trailer steering (ATS) system. Therefore, the opti-
mum feedback controller gain of the ATS controller is derived using the LQR tech-
nique. The ATS controller manipulates the steering angle of the tractor rear axle
wheel and the trailer axle wheels. The LQR controller design is an optimization
problem to minimize the performance index as described in Equation( 3.3.13). The
performance index are included the state-space vector x(t) and the controlled vector






(xTQx + uTRu)dt (3.3.13)
subject to the governing equations of motion shown in Equation(3.3.11). Here, Q and
R are the weighting matrices stated in Appendix C.
u = −Kx(t) (3.3.14)
where K is the control gain matrix and the control variable vector is defined as
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Table 3.2: Vehicle System Parameters and Values
Param. Description Units Values
a11 Longitudinal distance between
tractor front axle and tractor
total mass CG
m 1.115
b12 Longitudinal distance between
tractor rear axle and tractor
total mass CG
m 2.585
b23 Longitudinal distance between
trailer total mass CG and
trailer middel axle
m 2.047
IZZ1 Moment of inertia of tractor
total mass
kg.m2 12386
IZZ2 Moment of inertia of trailer to-
tal mass
kg.m2 225317
lc1 Longitudinal distance between
tractor total mass CG and fifth
wheel
m 1.959
lc21 Longitudinal distance between
trailer total mass CG and fifth
wheel
m 5.653
m1 Tractor total mass kg 6525
m2 Trailer total mass kg 33221
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Equation( 3.3.15).
u = [δ2(t), δ3(t)]s (3.3.15)
As shown in Figure 3.6, δ2(t), δ3(t) are the active steering angle of the tractor rear
axle wheel and the trailer axle wheel, respectively.
In the current research, the ATS controller is designed to improve the high-speed
lateral stability of the AHV. An important performance measure for high-speed lateral
stability of AHVs is the rearward amplification (RWA), which is defined as the ratio
of the peak lateral acceleration at the centre of gravity (CG) of the trailer and the
peak lateral acceleration at the CG of the tractor. It is required that the desired
RWA ratio take a value of 1.0. In order to measure the RWA ratio of the AHV with
and without the ATS system, a double lane-change maneuver is emulated. During
the maneuver, the vehicle forward maintains constant at 88 km/h. The time history
of the steering angle input of the tractor front axle wheel is shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Steering Wheel’s Angle in the Simulated Double Lane Change δif .
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Chapter 4
An LQR-Based Gain Scheduler to
Reduce the Impact of Wireless
Communication in an ATS-Enabled
AHV
In the preliminary study, an LQR-gain scheduler is designed to provide a proper
control gain vector to stabilize an ATS system affected by delays in the sensor data
caused by wireless communications in the feedback control loop as shown in Figure 4.1.
The schematic view of this design is shown in Figure 4.2.
Based on the 3-DOF model of an AHV presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2, the
ATS controller leverages an LQR estimator to calculate the feedback control variables
to which manipulate the steering angle of the tractor rear axle wheel and the trailer
wheels. The lateral forces derived from the vehicle units’ tire/road govern the yaw
motion of the articulated vehicle in such a way that the directional performance of
the vehicle can be improved. With the ATS system, the steering angle of the tractor
rear wheel is considered as the control variable. This 3-DOF model of an AHV can
be presented as a block diagram system model presented in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.1: The yaw-plane model of a tractor/semi-trailer.
Figure 4.2: Data flow in the proposed wireless controller system for Scenario 1
Figure 4.3: The block-diagram of a general state-space form.
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4.1 LQR Feedback with Wireless Delays
The ATS controller is designed using the LQR technique. After applying the
technique to the linearized state-space form of Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2 the vehicle
system matrix would take the following general form of Equation( 4.1.1). The variables






Figure 4.4 is the schematic diagram of the articulated vehicle model with the
ATS controller in a state-space form that illustrates governing Equations presented
in Section 3.3.2.
Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of the control system.
Control gain matrix K is determined by the LQR technique. To obtain an optimal
controller using the LQR technique, an optimization problem of Equation( 4.1.2)








where the weighting matrices of Q and R are stated in Appendix B. Then the control
gain vector of K can be calculated as K = K−1B́P by solving the Equation( 4.1.3),
the algebraic Riccati equation for P.
ÁP + PA + Q−PBA−1B́P = 0 (4.1.3)
It is indicated that the ATS controller designed using the LQR technique shows a
good performance with a large stability margin.
4.2 LQR-Feedback with Wireless Delays
The need to exchange information through a wireless communication channel im-
plies time-varying delays in the control loop that can affect the performance of the
closed-loop system and even drive it to unstable behavior. Based on the ATS system
introduced in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2, an internal delay is inserted into the loop as
shown in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of the control system with time delay
This research considers a system with the same open-loop statement of Chap-
ter 3,Section 3.3.2. In contrast, an output weighting of y(t) = Cx(t) is considered
for designing a controller based on the LQR technique. This weighted output can
be considered as the sampled output of y(t) transmitted to the plant with certain
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delays. In this study, delay is measurable. Here, the input of the system is defined as
u(t) = r(t)−Kx(t) and T is time-varying delay in seconds. Therefore, the state-space
can be written as Equation( 4.2.1).
˙x(t) = [A−BK]x(t) + Br(t)
y(t− T ) = Cx(t)
(4.2.1)
The internal delay affects the stability of the designed active control system. The
transfer function of Equation( 4.2.1) needs to be formulated to present these distor-
tions over different time delays. Hence, the Laplace transform of this equation can be




= C[SI− (A−BK)e−sT ]−1BR(s) (4.2.2)
where I is an identity matrix with the same dimension of A. Furthermore, the initial
conditions are assumed to be zero (e.g. X(0) = 0). In this study, this has been in-
vestigated that by adding certain time delays to the system, the performance of the
closed-loop system based on the ATS controller degrades and even shows instability
consequences when increasing the internal delay’s value. Therefore, an efficient tech-
nique has to be implemented to maintain the poles of the prescribed system into the
stability margin despite the variable internal delays.
A new method is designed and examined for the system using the LQR technique.
To evaluate the lateral stability of the articulated vehicle with the ATS controller
considering the internal delays, an LQR-feedback controller is added. This feedback
gain is scheduled for different values of variable internal delays.
For each of the delays, a proper gain matrix is planned to bring all poles of the
transfer function of Equation( 4.2.2) into the acceptable margin of stability. Since the
LQR method cannot be used for a raw delayed transfer function like Equation( 4.2.2),
this transfer function needs to be modified. The effect of each numeric value of data
delay, which drives the system to instability, can be considered as a new pole that is
outside of the stability margins. Using the LQR technique, for any tolerated internal
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delay, a new transfer function is designed with a newly calculated pole that plays
the same role as the internal time delay does. Therefore, the LQR-feedback gain is
calculated for each newly designed state-space model to ensure that all baseline and
added poles of the unstable system lie within the stability margin. Generally, the
state vector after including internal delay can be augmented as Equation( 4.2.3).
x̂ = [x(t)Tx(t− 1)T . . . x(t− T )T ]T (4.2.3)
The dynamic open-loop based on this augmented state vector is designed and
described in Equation( 4.2.4).
ˆ̇x = Â ˆx(t) + B̂u(t)





A 0 . . . 0 0
I 0 . . . 0 0




















0 . . . 0 Cs 0 . . . 0
]
(4.2.7)
Here, all A, I,B and CS have dimensions of 4×4 with the same expression as defined
in Appendix B. All elements of matrix ĈTS(t) are zero except for the T
th one. Finally,
the closed-loop system can be written as Equation( 4.2.8).
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ˆ̇x = (Â + B̂KdĈTS) ˆx(t)y(t) = ˆCTS(t) ˆx(t) (4.2.8)
Therefore, for each value of time delay (e.g., T), the LQR feedback technique
evaluates a proper gain vector of Kd. The schematic diagram of the implemented
system is shown in Figure 4.6. For stability insurance of the close-loop system, at
every time instance of T , the eigenvalue of this system is computed and if this vector
results in a negative vector, this statement would confirm that “the closed-loop system
has all its poles located in the stability margin”. Otherwise, a new proper gain vector
Kd is calculated for the same time instance. For each value of the tolerable time
delays, this loop will continue until the proper gain vector can implement a closed-
loop system with stable performance.
Figure 4.6: Schematic diagram of LQR-based gain scheduler for a control system with
delay
4.3 Simulation Results
The simulation results of this chapter show that the performance of the closed-loop
system with the ATS controller degrades significantly by adding certain time-delays.
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The simulation result of this experiment is evaluating the lateral stability of the
modeled AHV in the following four cases with the same input function which is the
steering wheel input.
 Baseline design without controller shown as the standard state-space equation
of 3.3.8.
 The desired design of the ATS controller (without time delay) by Shamim, R.,
et al. [43].
 The system with wireless delays, without the proposed LQR-feedback.
 The system with wireless delays, including the proposed LQR-feedback.
For the simulation setup, a single cycle of the sinusoidal wave with 3.14 seconds
as its period and magnitude of 1.43 degree (0.025 radians) as the steering input at a
vehicle forward speed of 35 m/s illustrated in Figure 4.7 is considered.
4.3.1 Simulation Result for Baseline Design
As an initial point, the steering input is applied to the baseline design of Equa-
tion( 3.3.8) which is the theoretical formulation of this model. As shown in Figure 4.8,
this baseline vehicle becomes unstable over time. The vehicle magnitude of the lat-
eral acceleration is increasing over time and eventually results in the whole system
becoming unstable.
4.3.2 Simulation Result for Desired Design- Without Delay
Then, an ideal design with the ATS controller based on the LQR technique is
considered. This system has a perfect state output weighting feedback without con-
sidering any time delay while transferring the sampled output of y(t). The feedback
of desired model is weighted by the output of sampled data. While the state-space
model of Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2 did not consider any output weighting. Figure 4.9
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Figure 4.7: Steering input of the control system vs. time
shows the lateral acceleration of the leading unit over time. This ideal model improves
the lateral stability of the articulated vehicle.
As illustrated in Figure 4.9, the lateral acceleration of the leading unit is damped
out after 7 seconds. Compared with the baseline vehicle, the ATS controller without
considering any internal delay has a great enhancement in the lateral acceleration of
the leading unit.
4.3.3 Simulation Result for Desired Design-With Delay
The same steering input of Figure 4.8 is applied to the ATS controller case with
different internal delays from 0.1 to 0.9 seconds. After inserting a certain amount
of time delay and after delays longer than 0.15 seconds, the active controlled vehicle
system performs such that for 0.15 seconds of delay, the oscillation period is extended,
and then the magnitude of lateral acceleration of the leading unit increases over the
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Figure 4.8: Leading unit lateral acceleration vs. time for the case of baseline vehicle
without ATS controller
time and leads the system to lose the stability.
Figure 4.10-(a) and (b) shows the car lateral acceleration versus time for different
internal delay.
4.3.4 Simulation Result Including LQR-Gain Scheduler
In this preliminary study, an LQR gain scheduler is presented to provide a proper
control gain vector to stabilize an AHV with an ATS system. To evaluate the lateral
stability of the articulated vehicle with the ATS controller considering the internal
delays, an LQR-feedback controller is added. This feedback gain is scheduled for
different values of variable internal delays. The effect of each numeric value of delay,
which drives the system to instability, can be considered as a new pole that is outside
of the stability margins. Using the LQR technique, for any tolerated internal delay,
a new transfer function is designed with a newly calculated pole that plays the same
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Figure 4.9: Leading unit’s lateral acceleration vs. time for the case of the ATS
controller without considering any time delay
Figure 4.10: Leading unit lateral acceleration with delay for (a): 0.1s to 0.45s and
(b) 0.45s to 0.9s
role as the internal time-delay does.
Therefore, LQR-feedback gain is calculated for each newly designed state-space
model to ensure that all baseline and added poles of the unstable system lie within
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Figure 4.11: Schematic diagram of LQR-based gain scheduler for a control system
with delay
the stability margin. Therefore, for each value of time-delay (e.g., T ), the LQR-
feedback technique evaluates a proper gain vector. The schematic view of this design
is shown in Figure 4.11.
At every time instance of T , the eigenvalue of this system is computed to ensure
the stability of the closed-loop system shown in Figure 4.11. If this vector results in
a negative vector, this statement would confirm that “the closed-loop system has all
its poles located in the stability margin.”
Otherwise, a new proper gain vector of KD is calculated for the same time instance.
For each value of the tolerable time-delays, this loop will continue until the proper
gain vector can implement a closed-loop system with stable performance. This LQR
gain scheduler as evidenced in Figure ?? was shown to successfully mitigate the delay






An Extended Kalman Filter
Scheduler to Reduce the Impact of
Wireless Communication in an
ATS-Enabled AHV
This chapter presents the details of the proposed co-simulation platform to be
improved and used in the final designed solution that is described in Chapter 3. To
ensure the performance of the ATS control, a Kalman-filter-based estimator is intro-
duced in this chapter. This Kalman-filter-based estimator is designed as a solution
to mitigate the delays in sensor data caused by wireless communications in an ATS-
enabled AHV.
The estimator uses the available dynamic data to estimate the current states of
the AHV model in case some sensor information is not available due to a data delay
or an outage in the wireless communication link. Long delays are one of the causes
of packet reordering and consequently result in packet-loss when the receiver discards
the outdated arrivals. Interpreting the network as a communication channel with
time-varying delay is one of the simplest ways to hide the system complexity. Also,
detecting the time delay value of each received data packet increases data processing
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complexity and not possible for the case of packet loss. Therefore, the propose gain-
scheduler solution in Chapter 4 is not effective comparing to the estimator-controller
solution provided in this chapter.
Through this approach, a Kalman filter is introduced between the sensor measure-
ments and the controller of an ATS system for AHVs. The main responsibility of this
filter is to predict the received data so that if the transmitted packets are lost or if
the system is experiencing a delay, the Kalman filter’s prediction can substitute the
missed information and keep the AHV in a stable zone. This filter tolerates a certain
amount of delay to predict acceptable data for the controller. Therefore, an additive
estimator is required to be modeled to generate a proper gain for over-bounded delay
situations.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the designed co-simulation system to be implemented in
this approach. The co-simulation platform uses this chapter is described in detail in
Chapter 3.
Figure 5.1: The Schematic Representation of the Co-Simulation System.
5.1 Description for the Revised Kalman-Filter-Based
Estimator
The Kalman filter is an estimation technique to predict or estimate the desired
state variables of a dynamic system. Originally, this technique is implemented to
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estimate states of linear systems. Estimating the states of both linear and nonlinear
system has two purposes. First, controlling the system is the reason for state esti-
mation. Second, failure probability prediction is desired to prevent the system falls
into the instable region. Overall, Kalman filter estimates state variables since this
state vector includes all the required information to describe the system. Although
in most situations the state variables could not directly be measured, this estimation
technique can generate the desired information by receiving measured variable vec-
tor. This received measured vector is a function of state variables which are usually
degraded by some random noise and delay.
In this approach, the described ATS controller based on the LQR technique in
Chapter 4 is considered. An output of y(t) = Cx(t). This weighted output, which
could be translated as the measured parameters (y(t)), is transmitted to the plant
using wireless communication with certain delays and additive noise. The control
algorithm controls the state vector of x by manipulating the suitable steering angles
(u(t)). The generated steering angles are the optimal angles for the actuators to
ensure the stability of the vehicle system. This procedure is completed through three
stages, including measuring, calculation, and actuation. A closed-loop controller tries
to reach the targeted operation fast and accurately while the stability of the plant
is ensured. Generally, the Kalman filter is used to estimate the state vector of a
discrete-time controlled process that is described by the linear stochastic difference
Equation( 5.1.1).
xk = Adxk + bduk + ωk (5.1.1)
Zk = Hxk + υk
In this study, Ad and Bd are considered as the equivalent discrete-time model de-
scription of Equation (3.3.11). H has the same value equivalent to C as described in
Appendix C. Furthermore, ωk and υk are random variable process and measurement
noise, respectively. These two random variables are assumed to be independent, white
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1 No NA NA NA NA
2 Yes Wired No CAN-
BUS
No
3 Yes Wireless AWGN WLAN-
ZigBee
No
4 Yes Wireless Rayleigh WLAN-
ZigBee
No
5 Yes Wireless Rayleigh WLAN-
ZigBee
Yes
noise and with normal probability distributions described in Equation( 5.1.2).
P (ω) ∼ N(0, Q) and P (υ) ∼ N(0, R). (5.1.2)
Finally, Zk is the received measurement vector. Here the covariance of both noises
is considered to be equal to 0.01. In this research, the state-space form of Equa-
tion (3.3.11) represents the continuous-time model of the system, although the Kalman
filter requires a discrete-time dynamic model, as presented in Equation (5.1.1). There-
fore, the equivalent discrete-time model is formulated and used to properly design the
Kalman filter.
5.2 Simulation Results and Feasibility Analysis of
the Proposed Co-Simulation Platform
In this section, the numerical simulations performed to test the proposed ATS
system are explained. The double lane-change maneuver is emulated, in which the
driver, driving at a constant speed of 88km/h, changes to a left lane to pass a slow-
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moving vehicle and switches back to its initial lane. All the simulation results are
simulated and analyzed by industrial level software package TruckSim. As described
in Section 3.3.1 in Chapter 3, TruckSim is an automotive software package and the
most professional tool for modeling the movement of an articulated vehicle. Therefore,
evaluation of the lateral stability performance of each simulation run of the designs
using this software package is accurate and reliable. In order to examine the relevant
effects on the lateral stability of the AHV, the numerical simulations are conducted
considering the following five case studies:
1. The baseline AHV without ATS control.
2. The AHV with ATS control that uses a wired network to connect the tractor
and the trailer.
3. The AHV with ATS control that uses a wireless network to connect the trac-
tor and the trailer, where the wireless network is modeled with a simple ad-
ditive white Gaussian noise channel model. In this case, both protocols (i.e.,
IEEE802.11b and IEEE802.15.4) available in TrueTime are evaluated and com-
pared without the Kalman filter.
4. The AHV with ATS control that uses the wireless network to connect the trac-
tor and the trailer, where the wireless network is modeled with a multi-path
Rayleigh fading channel model without a Kalman filter.
5. The AHV with ATS control that uses the wireless network to connect the tractor
and the trailer, where the wireless network is modelled with a Rayleigh fading
channel model, and the Kalman-filter-based estimator is introduced to mitigate
the wireless channel delay and packet loss.
Table 5.1 summarized the ATS configurations described in the aforementioned
cases. In case 1, the ATS control is not introduced and all the tractor rear axle
wheels and the trailer axle wheels are not steerable. In case 2, the ATS control is
based on a wired network (i.e., CAN-Bus) for data communication. It is assumed
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Table 5.2: Summary of Simulation Scenarios to Examine the EKF Scheduler
that all state variable is available, and they are perfectly measured. It is expected
that in case 2, the AHV will achieve the best directional stability compared to other
cases. Cases 3 and 4 are two realizations of wireless-communication-based ATS system
without the compensation of the Kalman-filter-based estimator. In case 3, a simple
AWGN channel model is introduced in the wireless communication, while in case 4,
a more practical Rayleigh fading channel is incorporated. Introducing the Kalman-
filter-based estimator into the ATS system of case 4 leads to the active safety system
of case 5. In the following subsections, each of the above cases is discussed and their
performance in terms of the RWA ratio is examined. Moreover, as the RWA ratios
of case 3-5 have the same values for both protocols provided in TrueTime, the time
history of the lateral acceleration of the tractor and the trailer for wireless commu-
nication based on IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee) is illustrated. The conducted simulation
scenarios are summarized in Table 5.2.
5.2.1 Simulation Results for Case 1
Figure 5.2 illustrates the time history of the lateral accelerations of the tractor and
the trailer for case 1 also evident in the TruckSimr video [78]. At the time instance
of 6.34 seconds, the peak lateral acceleration of the tractor takes the value of 0.4217
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g (g is the gravity acceleration), while at the time instance of 6.58 seconds, the peak
lateral acceleration of the trailer takes the value of 0.4685 g. Based on the definition
of the RWA ratio, it takes the value of 1.111.
The spikes in the lateral acceleration performance results from TruckSimr oc-
curred on this figure and further simulation results in this study is due to the noise in
the string potentiometer data. To attenuate high-frequency spikes, a low-pass digital
Butterworth filter are usually designed and applied to TruckSimr lateral acceleration
output data using Matlab [79]. However, filtering the output data results in losing the
data by the application of above defined cutoff frequency. These missed data could
have influences the designed estimation-controller evaluation results. Therefore, in
this study and in further simulation scenarios, no filtration is included to remove this
noise.
Figure 5.2: The Time History of the Lateral Acceleration of the Tractor and the Trailer for Case
1.
5.2.2 Simulation Results for Case 2
As seen in Figure 5.3 and also evident in the TruckSimr video of [80], at the time
instance of 6.32 second, the peak lateral acceleration of the tractor takes the value of
0.3895 g, while at the time instance of 6.6 seconds, the peak lateral acceleration of the
trailer takes the value of 0.3791 g. Based on the definition of the RWA ratio, it takes
the value of 0.9735. Compared with case 1, in case 2, the RWA ration is decreased
by 12.4 percent from the baseline value of 1.111 (i.e., case 1). Moreover, both the
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peak values of the lateral accelerations of the tractor and the trailer are reduced
compared to the baseline case. The lateral stability improvement is attributed to the
introduction of the ATS system.
Figure 5.3: The Time History of the Lateral Acceleration of the Tractor and the Trailer for Case
2.
5.2.3 Simulation Results for Case 3
Figure 5.4 depicts the time history of the lateral accelerations of the two units for
wireless communication based on IEEE802.15.4 (ZigBee) with a relatively high signal
to noise ratio (SNR), which takes the value of 10dB. At the time instance of 6.23
seconds, the peak lateral acceleration of the tractor takes the value of 0.4181 g, while
at the time instance of 6.6 seconds, the peak lateral acceleration of the trailer takes
the value of 0.3811g. Based on the definition of the RWA ratio, it takes the value of
0.9116. The TruckSimr video of this case is available at [81].
TruckSimr video of Figure 5.5 illustrates the same case as above with a low SNR
(3dB). This figure and also the TruckSimr video of [81] shows that the lateral accel-
eration cures of both the tractor and the trailer do not take a shape of a sinusoid wave
as the cases of 1 and 2 shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. As shown in Figure 5.5,
the time instances of 4.8 seconds and 7.85 seconds, the peak lateral acceleration of
the tractor approaches to 0.6 g. Generally, the static threshold value for an AHV to
roll over is around 0.5 g. For the case shown in Figure 5.5, the tractor may lose the
lateral stability and rollover. Simulation results shown in Figure 5.5 indicate that if
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the measured data is heavily corrupted, the ATS control may significantly degrade
the directional performance of the AHV.
Figure 5.4: The Time History of the Lateral Acceleration of the Tractor and the Trailer for Case
3 with High SNR.
5.2.4 Simulation Results for Case 4
In reality, the channel between two antennas may experience fading due to the
multi-path effect. Rayleigh channel model provides a more practical channel model
that also realizes the fading phenomenon. In Rayleigh fading, it is assumed that the
transmitted signal arrives at the receiver from multiple paths with different gains and
phases. The gains are assumed to be random with a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
and the phases are uniformly distributed angles in the interval [0, 2π]. In the Rayleigh
fading model, all the paths’ gains are derived from the same Gaussian distribution,
assuming that all paths are going through the same attenuation. This implies that
there is no path with a stronger signal such as a line of sight. This case simulates
a scenario with a signal to noise ratio of 10dB and a Rayleigh fading channel with
average channel coefficient power of 1. This can be translated as having a maximum
delay of 100ms and the packet loss probability of 20 percent. In case 4, the Kalman-
filter-based estimator is not incorporated so that the effect of the wireless channel
on the stability of the system is investigated. Figure 5.5 illustrates the tractor and
the trailer’s lateral accelerations. This figure also and the TruckSimr video of [81]
shows that with the fading phenomenon experienced in this case drastically affects the
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performance of the vehicle system. This leads to an unfavorable RWA ratio of 1.4175.
As shown in Figure 5.5, the tractor’s peak lateral acceleration takes the value of 0.4311
g at the instance of 6.42 second and the trailer’s peak lateral acceleration takes the
value of 0.611g at the instance of 6.63 seconds. The simulation results shown in
Figure 5.5 indicate that wireless communication channel fading has a negative impact
on the performance of the ATS controller.
Figure 5.5: The Time History of the Lateral Acceleration of the Tractor and the Trailer for Case
4 with Low SNR.
5.2.5 Simulation Results for Case 5
In case 5, the simulation has been conducted considering both the IEEE 802.11b
and the IEEE 802.15.4 communication standards, a Rayleigh fading channel with
moderate SNR, and Kalman-filter-based estimator. Figure 5.6 illustrates the time
history of the lateral accelerations of the tractor and the trailer, and the RWA ratio
takes the value of 0.9897. With respect to case 4, a significant enhancement in the
lateral stability of the AHV due to the estimator is seen. The TruckSimr video of
the simulated lane change is also available in [81].
5.3 Result Analysis
In this part of the thesis, a wireless-communication based ATS system for a trac-
tor/trailer combination is presented. The control system uses four state variables of
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Figure 5.6: The Time History of the Lateral Acceleration of the Tractor and the Trailer for Case
5.
the vehicle (side-slip angle, yaw rate, articulation angle, and articulation angle rate) to
enhance the lateral stability of the AHV while the data are transmitted over wireless
links. Two standard wireless communication schemes, the WLAN (based on IEEE
802.11b) and Zigbee (based on IEEE 802.15.4) are considered. Using the designed
co-simulation platform, it has been evidenced that the lateral stability of the AHV
is significantly reduced and leads the vehicle combination to roll over. Using the de-
signed co-simulation platform described in Chapter 3, it has been evidenced that the
lateral stability of the AHV is significantly reduced and leads the vehicle combination
to rollover.
Furthermore, Kalman filter estimator techniques show a significant improvement
in lateral stability as illustrated in the simulation results. However, the proposed
Kalman filter estimator is limited to a level of latency and packet loss to mitigate the
effects of wireless communication over the lateral stability of the AHV.
Moreover, TrueTime is a package that implements the medium access control
(MAC) and the physical layer of IEEE 802.11b and 802.15.4 standards. The physical
layer of these standards is modeled using simplistic assumptions on the channel and
modulation. This leads this research to implement a realistic DSRC-based communi-
cation link in MATLAB.
A comprehensive physical layer communication simulator based on the IEEE
802.11p standard is designed and evaluated in MATLAB as described thoroughly
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in Chapter 3 and Appendix A. The goal of this study presented in Chapter 6 is
to provide reliable physical layer guidelines for designed wireless-based active trailer
steering controller. Moreover, in Chapter 7, an extension for Kalman filter estimator is




Configuration Analysis of DSRC to
Reduce the Negative Impact of
Wireless Communication in an
ATS-Enabled AHV
In this chapter, the effect of the dedicated short range communication (DSRC)
system on the stability of an articulated heavy vehicle that is using active trailer
steering to improve the lateral stability under a double lane change maneuverability
test is evaluated. Several design parameters of the communication system such as
modulation, quantization, channel estimation algorithm and transmit diversity have
been studied and the effect of each parameter on the active control system is illustrated
through simulations. The objective of this design is to evaluate the effect of adopting
proper configurations of the wireless communication system on the lateral stability of
the AHV.
In this chapter, the constructed co-simulation platform is described in Chapter 3.
The challenges in transferring data over a wireless link between the units are mostly
similar to those of inter-vehicle wireless communications (IVC).
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6.1 Customized DSRC for ATS-enabled AHV with
wireless communication Implementation
As mentioned in Chapter 3, DSRC systems are the proper media of choice for
vehicular communication. In this chapter, the same co-simulation platform used in
Chapter 5 is therefore adopted except for the TrueTime which is replaced with the
DSRC link. The co-simulation platform for this paper is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: The schematic representation of the co-simulation system
The rest of this chapter is describing the process of optimizing the implemented
communication system by configuring the ATS-enabled AHV with wireless communi-
cation in an attempt to improve the lateral stability of an AHV. The channel noise for
the scenarios presented in sections 6.1.1, 6.3, 6.1.3 and 6.1.4 is assumed to be random
for each simulation run. Therefore, the simulations for each of these four cases are
repeated 20 times and the obtained parameters are averaged over all runs.
6.1.1 Customized Parameters: Diversity Gain
The sensors measure the dynamic state vector of the AHV every 0.5 ms. As
discussed in Chapter 3, the state vector includes four variables, namely articulated
angle, articulated rate, slip angle, and yaw rate. Having an 8-bit quantization (256
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levels) leads to a bit rate of 64Kbps for the source data. Compared to the nominal bit
rates that DSRC can deliver (i.e., 3 to 27Mbps), the excess bandwidth can be utilized
to increase the reliability of the communication system. One well-studied method is
to repeat the transmission of the source data over different time slots. Therefore, the
maximum ratio combining has been adopted and will improve the channel estimation
using transmission channel coefficients [82]. Figure 6.2 illustrates the performance
of the communication system in terms of bit error rate (BER) vs. signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) for two scenarios. First, the no diversity scenario, where the measured
variables are transmitting once. In the second scenario, two consequent transmissions
send the same measured values and the receivers use a maximum ratio combining to
combine the two received signals to detect the data.




















No diversity gain, K=2
No diversity gain, K=3




Figure 6.2: Effect of Diversity on the performance of DSRC system for different values
of Rician channel’s K parameter
Figure 6.2 also depicts the effect of the Rician fading channel’s K parameter. The
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parameter K is the ratio of the signal power received through a line of sight over the
power of the reflected signals. As also seen in this figure, larger values of K correspond
to better performance of the communication system. The parameter K is related to
the physical configuration of the antennas in terms of distance and line of sight.
The effect of diversity is quite evident in Figure 6.2. As seen in this figure for
K = 3, the BER=10−3 can be achieved with SNR≈ 13dB with a diversity gain
of 2, and SNR≈ 19dB with the no diversity approach. Therefore, the proposed
communication system uses a diversity gain of 3. Meaning that transmitting each
state vector three times and combining the received signals in the receiver will improve
the lateral stability of an AHV.
6.1.2 Customized Parameters: Modulation
Modulation also plays an important role in the communication system perfor-
mance. In this research, the implemented DSRC is tested over three modulations
methods including, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM. Using a larger constellation for
modulating the data results in a better bandwidth efficiency. Each transmitted sym-
bol is carrying 6 bits of data when 64-QAM is used, while this number in QPSK is
reduced into two bits. However, the probability of bit error rate (BER) increases
in QPSK modulation due to the smaller distance between the constellation points.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the performance of the communication system in terms of BER
vs. SNR. As seen in this figure, there is an approximately 3dB increase in the SNR
when going from QPSK to 16-QAM and from 16-QAM to 64-QAM if the same BER
is to be achieved.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the performance of each modulation using a BER vs. SNR.
Smaller symbol rates of 16-QAM and 64-QAM compensate the higher bit error rate of
these modulation schemes as discussed in Figure 6.3. Figure 6.4 suggests that for SNR
less than 20dB, adopting 16-QAM modulation and implementing a diversity mode
with two repetitions of the transmitted signal is the optimum wireless communication
configuration.
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Figure 6.3: BER vs. SNR for QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM
6.1.3 Customized Parameters: Channel Estimation
Another important physical layer parameter that impacts the performance of the
wireless communication system, is the channel estimation algorithm. In block-type
and pilot-based channel estimation, OFDM channel estimation symbols are transmit-
ted periodically, and all subcarriers are used as pilot bits. The task here is to estimate
the channel coefficients (specified by H ) by given the pilot signals (specified by the
vector x or the matrix X) and the received signals (specified by the vector y or the
matrix Y). The receiver uses the estimated channel coefficients to decode the received
data inside the block until the next arrived pilot symbol. The estimation can be based
on LS and MMSE.
A simple approach to estimate the channel coefficients of the OFDM communi-
cation system is the least square. Denoting the transmitted training vector with x
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QPSK − no diversity
16 QAM − no diversity
16 QAM − DG = 2
64 QAM − no diversity
64 QAM − DG=3
Figure 6.4: BER vs. SNR for different modulations and diversity gains leading to a
fixed symbol rate




(y −Hx)H(y −Hx) (6.1.1)
where (·)H denotes the conjugate transpose of a vector. It is easy to see that the
optimization problem results in (6.1.1) which is described in Equation( 6.1.2).
ĤLS = X
−1Y (6.1.2)
The LS estimators are enjoying a low complexity, but suffering from a high mean
square error especially in low SNR regimes. Alternatively, using statistical knowledge
of the channel, a minimum mean square approach can be adopted [82]. In this ap-
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proach, the covariance matrix of the channel coefficients is estimated. Moreover, this
matrix is used to estimate the instantaneous channel matrix. For low SNR scenarios,
the MMSE estimator performs better than the LS estimator. However, the MMSE
estimator has higher computational complexity and initial delay if estimating the
channel covariance matrix is required. Figure 6.5 illustrates the results of a simula-
tion for both channel estimation methods. As seen in this figure, the MMSE estimator






















Figure 6.5: BER vs. SNR for two channel estimation algorithms: LS and MMSE
always leads to more accurate detection of the transmitted symbols. However, the LS
estimator performs better when the SNR grows high. However, the difference between
the two methods is around 8dBs at BER=4% and 3dBs at BER=0.4%, respectively.
Therefore, both channel estimation methods behave similarly while SNR is small.
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6.1.4 Customized Parameters: Quantization
Quantization of the measured data is performed as a part of the analog to digital
conversion to map the signal values into fixed levels. Although a larger number of
quantization levels results in more accurate signal reconstruction, the bit per sam-
ple and required bandwidth increases. Here, the normalized mean absolute error of
the reconstructed signal is compared to the transmitted signal for different quantiza-
tion levels and different SNRs to illustrate the effect of the quantization levels. The
normalized mean absolute error is defined is Equation( 6.1.3).
N−MAE =
∑N
k=1 |sk − dk|∑N
k=1 |sk|
. (6.1.3)




























Figure 6.6: BER vs. SNR for differen quantization levels
where the sk, k = 1, 2 . . . , N is value of transmitted signal (before quantization), and
the received signal after de-quantization is denoted as dk, k = 1, 2, . . . , N . Figure 6.6
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illustrates the N-MAE for different quantization levels and different values of SNRs.
Furthermore, increasing the SNR will enhance the N-MAE up to some extent. When
the BER hits the quantization error level, increasing the SNR can no longer lead to
better performance. This is due to the fact that the information lost in the quantiza-
tion process can not be recovered by increasing the signal power. For the simulations
and based on the results in Figure 6.6, a quantization with 256 levels (8 bits) has
been picked for proposed ATS-enabled AHV with wireless communication system.
In the next section, we present the simulation results of the complete ATS-enabled
AHV with a wireless communication system using 64 sub-carrier OFDM, 16-QAM
modulation without diversity and with the diversity gain of two and also with both
LS and MMSE channel estimation approaches. The effect of each set of configuration
on the final lateral stability of the AHV is presented.
6.2 AHV Lateral Stability Analysis for Customized
DSRC for ATS-enabled AHV with wireless com-
munication
This section explains the numerical simulation results to evaluate the lateral sta-
bility of the AHV in the presence of wireless communication at SNR of 5dB and
parameterized Rician fading channel model. In this study, the AHV vehicle model
and LQR controller, which are used in the following simulation runs were introduced
in detail in Section 5. All the simulation results are simulated and analyzed by indus-
trial level software package TruckSim. As described in Section 3.3.1 in Chapter 3 ,
TruckSim is an automotive software package and the most professional tool for model-
ing the movement of an articulated vehicle. Therefore, evaluation the lateral stability
performance of each simulation run of the designs using this software package is accu-
rate and reliable. The double-lane change maneuver at a constant speed of 88km/h
is emulated. The lateral stability of the AHV is examined through numerical simula-
tions with the same co-simulation platform which explained in Section 5 considering
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the following four cases:
1. Case 1: The designed linear tractor and trailer vehicle model of an AHV and
discussed in Section 5 a with defined LQR controller are considered. With this
simulation platform we consider that the AHV vehicle model utilizes a wired
connection to transmit the data between sensors, controller and actuators. In
this case, all sensor parameters are available and perfectly measured. This
scenario will illustrate the best directional stability compared to other cases.
2. Case 2: The AHV model with a controller that utilizes the implemented DSRC
MATLAB block to transfer data between ECUs. In this case, no diversity gain
is considered, the original QPSK is used for the modulation, and the receiver is
using the LS estimator to estimate the channel with an 8-levels quantization (3
bits) picked.
3. Case 3: The described 3-DOF model with a controller that utilizes the de-
signed DRSC MATLAB block to connect the tractor and the trailer. This case
examines a DSRC communication block that has MIMO diversity and LS as the
channel estimator. As SNR of 5 dB is considered, based on the results shown in
Section 6.1.4 the optimum value of 16-QAM for modulation and quantization
levels of 256 (8 bits) is considered.
4. Case 4: The AHV model with a controller that uses the DSRC MATLAB block
to connect the tractor and the trailer. In this final platform, the communication
system carries MIMO diversity and the channel estimator is based on MMSE.
Also, the optimum values for the modulation of 16-QAM and 256 levels of
quantization are implemented at the wireless system model.
Through the following subsections, the performance of each case over lateral sta-
bility will examine in terms of the rearward amplification ratio (RWA). Based on the
RWA ratio, lateral stability and maneuverability of the AHVs have the best perfor-
mance when maintaining RWA as close as 1. In all simulation scenarios, no filtration
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Table 6.1: Summary of Simulation Scenarios to Examine Customized DSRC
is included to remove noise introduced by the string potentiometer data from Truck-
sim to avoid loosing data at higher frequencies. The details are explained briefly in
Section 5.2.1. The conducted simulation scenarios are summarized in Table 6.1.
6.2.1 Simulation Result Analysis for Case 1
The time history of the lateral acceleration of the tractor and the trailer discussed
earlier for Case 1 is shown at Figure 6.7. At the time instance of 6.598 seconds, the
lateral acceleration of the rear unit reaches to the pick of 0.3792 gravity acceleration
(g), while the peak of 0.417 g happened at the time instance of 6.234 seconds at the
front unit. Therefore, the RWA ratio takes a value of 0.91. As described earlier, this
case would be the optimum value as all the parameters are measured perfectly using
the conventional wired communication system.
6.2.2 Simulation Result Analysis for Case 2
Figure 6.8 illustrates the time history of the lateral acceleration of two units for
Case 2 and also evident in the TruckSim video [78]. Here, at the time instance of
6.955 seconds the lateral acceleration of the rear unit reaches a peak of 0.583 g, while
the lateral acceleration of the front unit takes the peak of 0.331 g at time instance
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Figure 6.7: The time history of the lateral acceleration of the tractor and the trailer
for Case 1
of 6.955 seconds. The RWA ratio takes an unfavorable value of 1.76. As the static
rollover threshold value for an AHV is around 0.5 g, the rear unit may lose the lateral
stability and rollover. Moreover, the RWA ratio increased by 52%. The simulation
result of Case 2 indicates that using a simple channel estimation of LS reduces the
decoding performance of the receiver.
Furthermore, corrupted received data illustrates the effects of no diversity gain,
modulation of QPSK and low quantization levels of 8 (3 bits) over the directional
performance of the AHV.
6.2.3 Simulation Result Analysis for Case 3
As seen in Figure 6.9 and also in video [80], the lateral stability of both units for
Case 3 improves when the MIMO diversity technique is used to the wireless system
model comparing to Case 2. As mentioned, the optimum modulation of 16-QAM
and quantization levels of 256 (8 bits) are considered in this case. In this case, the
RWA ratio takes 1.24 the value of as the lateral acceleration of the rear unit and front
unit take the peak values of 0.546 g at 6.668 seconds and 0.442 g at 6.457 seconds,
respectively. With respect to Case 2, the simulation result of Case 3 depicts 30%
enhancement when the MIMO diversity technique is used. However, MIMO diversity
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Figure 6.8: The time history of the lateral acceleration of the tractor and the trailer
for Case 2
is not the standard specification of the DSRC and the wireless network throughput
can significantly reduce by this upgrade.
Moreover, adding one extra antenna increases the cost, power consumptions, and
wiring issues. Based on the results illustrated in Section 6.1 and proven in Figure 6.9
the use of MIMO diversity is not showing significant improvement at low SNR. Also,
for low noise scenarios of the application, the applied modulation modification from
QPSK to QAM does not significantly improve the RWA ratio. QAM modulation
technique is more susceptible to the noise since the represented binary signal at the
receiver is related to the amplitude of the signal. Moreover, maintaining the linearity
of the amplifier adds more complexity and increased the power consumption at the
transmitter. On the other hand, a reliable channel estimation improves the quality
of the received signal. At Case 3, the LS channel estimator is not performing well to
decode the received data. Figure 6.9 shows high lateral acceleration for the rear unit
and resulted to lose the lateral stability of modeled AHV as shown in video [80].
6.2.4 Simulation Result Analysis for Case 4
The co-simulation platform results shown in Figure 6.10 and also evident in [81]
is conducted considering the MIMO diversity, 16-QAM modulation, quantization of
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Figure 6.9: The time history of the lateral acceleration of the tractor and the trailer
for Case 3
256-levels and MMSE based channel estimator. For this optimum wireless model
configuration of the application, the time history of lateral acceleration of both units
illustrates a significant enhancement in the lateral stability of the AHV. In Figure 6.10,
the lateral acceleration of the rear unit and front unit take the peak values of 0.399
g at 6.556 seconds and 0.425 g at 6.459 seconds, respectively. Comparing the lateral
acceleration results of Case 4 and Case 3, utilizing MMSE channel estimator denotes
an improve value for RWA and hence lateral acceleration of the proposed AHV model.
Based on this result, the RWA ratio has a 25% reduction by taking a value of 0.93
compared to Case 3 due to the proper wireless configuration studied in this paper.
However, the MMSE estimator has higher computational complexity and initial delay.
Therefore, transceivers require a more powerful processor to mitigate the effects of
complex computations.
Moreover, MMSE estimator sends a reference signal that reduces the data rate
as the transmitter packet carries extra information. Using MMSE as the designed
wireless platform channel estimator illustrates the significant improvement in lateral
stability of the proposed AHV model of the application.
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Figure 6.10: The time history of the lateral acceleration of the tractor and the trailer
for Case 4
6.3 Analysis of Customized DSRC and Require-
ments of Getting an Estimation Technique in
the Loop
In this chapter, the numerical evaluation of the designed ATS-enabled AHV with
wireless communication is presented. The goal of this analysis was finding the opti-
mum physical layer parameters of a configured wireless communication simulation
platform based on IEEE 802.11p. In a double-lane-change maneuverability test
implemented in TruckSimr, a communication system that employed 8-bit quanti-
zation, 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), multiple-input and multiple-
output (MIMO) diversity, and MMSE of channels were used to stabilize an AHV
with a wireless communication among sensors, actuators, and controllers. The simula-
tion results illustrated that proposed ATS-enabled AHV with wireless communication
model outperformed the original DSRC standard specification upon the adoption of
MMSE as the channel estimator and MIMO diversity.
Although the results of the configured wireless communication presented in this
chapter and shown in Figure 6.10, indicated considerable improvement in AHV lateral
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stability compared to the basic values, further optimizations are required to reduce the
effects of delay and packet loss. This study aims to elevate the lateral stability of AHVs
similar to that achievable with wired communication. To this end, it is imperative to
design an estimator-controller to mitigate the drawbacks of wireless communication.
The next chapter describes the design of an estimator-controller based on Kalman
filter technique. The AHV lateral stability effects of designed extended Kalman filter
then will be evaluated using the configured DSRC as the wireless model as well as the
TruckSim as the AHV model.
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Chapter 7
An Adaptive Extended Kalman
Filter to Reduce the Negative
Impact of Wireless Communication
in an ATS-Enabled AHV.
In this chapter, an extension of the Kalman filter, as opposed to the standard
Kalman filter is used. However, the estimation indicates that uniform and non-
uniform mechanisms have important applications in the optimized control system.
Moreover, in the prediction probability failure, that is meant to avoid system insta-
bility leading to vehicle tipping over. In general, the Kalman filter predicts the state
variables at each delayed or missed sampling time stamp. The linear-quadratic regu-
lator (LQR) employed in the design requires the vehicle state vector values at every
sampling instant to provide the appropriate closed-loop gain. As wireless communi-
cation is used to transfer data across electronic control units (ECUs), there might be
instants of time at which the values of the state variables are not communicated. In
such cases, estimation techniques can produce the desired information by evaluating
variant vectors. The estimated vectors are subject to variations generated regularly
due to randomized noise and delays.
Fortunately, the Kalman filter provides optimal solutions for synchronous measure-
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ment systems. In contrast, the received statistics of estimating nodes from multiple
sensors made up of different delays. Asynchronous delays are caused by different sam-
ple rating throughputs and channel fading. Therefore, an effective approach should
be introduced to mitigate the effects of asynchronous delay. The overall goal of the
present study is to design a revised Kalman filter. This Kalman filter would be able











Figure 7.1: A proposed example for the sensor location on a tractor and trailer vehicle
combination platform.
In this study, the ATS-enabled AHV with wireless communication platform is
considered, which consists of a linear AHV model in Chapter 3, and the wireless
communication based on the DSRC standard described in Chapter 3 and 6 has im-
plemented. In this design and simulation platform, the drawbacks of packet loss and
data delays and different asynchronous sampling rates are considered. In the original
design, all measurements are synchronized, but in reality, AHV sensor locations dif-
fer, as illustrated in Figure 7.1. Because of this sensor disorientation, measurements
from different sensors have different times of arrival (TOA) in the presence of clock
synchronization. Therefore, sensor measurements are received with different commu-
nication delays and at different sampling rates. In summary, the standard Kalman
filter is modified to estimate the state vectors of asynchronous sensor measurements.
The solution aims to mitigate the adverse effects of wireless communication on the
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lateral stability of AHV models.
The standard Kalman filter estimation technique is designed to predict received
data using a series of observations in case of missing or delayed sensor data for a linear
system. The nonlinearity is difficult to take into account in mathematical modeling of
a control algorithm for AHV lateral improvement. The main challenge to developing
an estimation algorithm to obtain an accurate state vector for each sampling time is
to solve the unpredictability of asynchronous multi-sensor measurements.
A modification of Kalman filter is presented in [83] that utilized first-order Tay-
lor series to convert a nonlinear system to a linear system for proper state vector
Kalman filter estimation [84]. Authors in [83] estimates non-linear transformation of
asynchronous variables using Taylor series expansion. The Taylor series theory is an
ordinary theory to transform a nonlinear system into a linear system as described
in [84]. However, an improved solution of nonlinear Kalman filter is designed and
proposed by S. J. Julier and et. al. [85]. This study proposed an unscented Kalman
filter (UKF) that estimates the probability density of the nonlinear random variables
instead of approximating the nonlinear functions [85]. Both proposed EKF [83] and
UKF [85] extended the standard Kalman filter applications into nonlinear systems. In
another word, the standard Kalman filter is a centralized estimation technique with
the assumption of receiving all observations synchronously. However, in real practi-
cal systems, the control computing receiver does not receive all required estimating
parameters at the same time and at the same rate.
In an ATS-enabled AHV with a wireless communication model, the significant fact
that is causing asynchronous delay or packet loss is the sensor locations and articu-
lated angle between tractor and trailer. Although the proposed AHV model described
in Chapter 3 is a linear system but ATS-enabled AHV with wireless communication
introduces nonlinear behavior on the wireless controller observations. Different time
delay and sampling rate lead to decentralized measured data of state input and nonlin-
ear system. The goal of this study is to introduce an adaptive extended Kalman filter
to calculate the required state variables for the LQR controller considering different
sensor delays. Section 7.1 is describing the methodology of modifying the Kalman fil-
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ter algorithm to predict the state vector for the controller in the presence of nonlinear
communication delay and fading.
7.1 The Extension of Kalman Filter Theories and
Proposed Adaptive Extended Kalman Filter
Design
The standard Kalman filter is used to estimate the state vector input of a linear
control system governed by the general stochastic Equation( 7.1.1) for a discrete data
sample.
xk = (Ak−1xk−1) + (Bk−1uk−1) + wk−1
yk = Ckxk + νk
(7.1.1)
where the wk and νk are considered to be white, zero-mean and uncorrelated noise and
matrices of A,B and C are defined in Chapter 3. Qk and Rk are known covariance
matrices as describe in Chapter 3. The noise processes ωk and νk are white, zero-
mean, unrelated, possessing identified covariant matrix that follows the covariance
matrices Q and R described in Equation( 7.1.10).
ωk ∼ N(0, Qk)
νk ∼ N(0, Rk)
E[ωk ω
T
k ] = Qkδk−j
E[νk ν
T
k ] = Rkδk−j
E[νk ν
T
k ] = 0
(7.1.2)
7.1.1 Extended Kalman filter
The majority of systems are nonlinear, and linear filtering, as described above,
cannot be applied to them. Several methods have been developed to improve the esti-
mates obtained with the Kalman filter in order to extend it to nonlinear systems. One
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such widely used method involves linearizing the system to use linear estimators such
as the Extended Kalman filter and H∞. The aim is to find the state vector of a linear
system such that the state vector represents the divergence of the nonlinear nominal
trajectory of interest. The problem here is finding the nominal state trajectory. This
method was proposed by Bellantoni et al. [86] and is called the extended Kalman
filter (EKF). The nonlinear governing equations of such a system are described in
Equation( 7.1.3).
xk = ak−1(xk−1, uk−1) + wk−1
yk = Hk(xk) + νk
ωk ∼ N(0, Qk)
νk ∼ N(0, Rk)
(7.1.3)
where ωk and νk are process noise and measurement noise with variances of Qk and
Rk, respectively. Authors of [86] expanded the state vector around xk−1 = x̂k−1 and
ωk−1 = 0 where x̂k−1 presents the estimates of state vector. This first order Tailor
expansion [87] of a general non-linear state vector is indicated in Equation( 7.1.4).
















. In this study, final linear sampling equation
around xk−1 = x̂k−1 and ωk−1 = 0 is presented in Equation( 7.1.5).












. In this method, given a linear state vector, the
standard Kalman filter can be used to estimate the replacement values at a delayed
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time or loss measurements. However, the method is not explicit for establishing a
standard strategy for all nonlinear equations. The mentioned modifications are based
on two basic principles. One of the principles involves simplifying the execution of a
nonlinear transformation in a specified manner instead of identifying each individual
sample value.
7.1.2 Unscented Kalman filter
According to researchers, the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) algorithm was de-
signed as a Kalman filter conversion to consider the statistics of sensor data called
“state vector”. This method was proposed and proved by Julier et al., [88] and it
is based on two main purposes comparing to EKF. First, this method transforms a
nonlinear equation around one point instead of the probability density of the function.
Second, with this method, it is easier to identify the unrelated points of a nonlinear
state vector for sampling the correct probability density of the function rather than
approximating the probability density of the entire function. This method has been
used to modify the Kalman filter theory, as described later in this chapter.
Given the mean and covariance of the nonlinear state vector x, a set of determin-
istic vectors can be calculated. These vectors have the same mean and covariance
values of x̄ and P . Moreover, a set of measurement vectors of y is retrieved for each
deterministic point. The idea is to replace the described transformation method based
on UKF with the Taylor series and improve the standard Kalman filter equations.
For estimating the state vector x̄ and the error covariance P by using the EKF
method, a few initial assumptions are required. Such a move is facilitated with the
concern of optimal algorithm estimates of the Kalman filtration, which is related to
prior sample noise statistics. Such an algorithm begins with a preliminary guess of thw
estimated state vector and the error covariance matrix, for example, timely updates
to Equation( 7.1.6).
xk|k−1 = [x̂k, x̂k +
√




Therefore, the scaling parameter λ defines the origin, as indicated in Equation( 7.1.7),
and has zero-mean with non-related Rician distribution dependent on the channel
model.
λ = α2(n+ k)− n (7.1.7)
where α is defined as the spread of sample points around xk−1 and n is the number of
sensor values estimated in the state vector. Consequently, having a priori estimation
















k−1 − x̂k)(X ik−1 − x̂k)T ] +Qk−1
(7.1.8)
The scalar weights defined further and β is used to integrate any previous knowl-
edge of the distribution of x. W
(m)
















, [i = 1, 2, ..., 2n]. The estimation of future absent
samples of the state vector can be summarized according to the Equation( 7.1.9).
x̂k+1 = x̂k +Kk(yk − ŷk) (7.1.9)
where Kk is defined as the Kalman gain. In all extension theories extracted from
Kalman filter, complete knowledge of the initial measurement covariance noise ma-
trices of Qk and Rk is assumed. However, in practical situations, this information is
unknown and must be estimated. In this case, the covariance of the adaptive fading
algorithm is expressed as Equation( 7.1.10).
Ck = E[ηkη
T
k ] = HkPkH
T
k +Rk (7.1.10)
where ηk = yk−hkx̂k, Pk and Rk are advances, namely a calculated error covariant and
a measure of covariant values, respectively. Ck is a product of innovative covariant.
The proposed innovative filter is prone to several errors, for instance, strange biases,
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unknown initial conditions, and un-modeled dynamics, which affect its performance.
Moreover, the innovative approach to covariant relationships highlights the implica-
tions of such errors as an explicit involvement of the innovation figures. Similarly, the
well-recognized irregular functions = h() were applied to every determinant quantity
to obtain transformed vectors.
7.1.3 Adaptive Extended Kalman Filter for Asynchronous
Time Delay
In the mentioned methods of earlier sections in this chapter, modified Kalman
filters are used to estimate the state vector and the measurement value by consider-
ing synchronized time delays or loss. It is important to consider the asynchronous
time delay because the fusion of data obtained from multiple sensors can introduce
nonlinearity into the system of interest.
xk = ak−1(xk−1, uk−1) + wk−1
yk = Hk(xk) + νk
(7.1.11)
It is assumed that the asynchronous multi-sensor system is governed by the stan-
dard state-space form of Equation( 7.1.11). In this study, to account for a slow sensor
or a different sampling rate in the system, the second output Equation( 7.1.12) should
be considered.
Źk = h́(xs, S) + ν́k (7.1.12)
where s = k − N and N is a real positive number smaller than sampling time k.
Therefore, the EKF and UKF described in Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, respectively, are
no longer valid for correctly estimating the state vector, and further modifications to
Kalman filter theory are required. Because time delay is not linear or constant, the
sensor measurements during the period t = S to t = K where S 6 K is considered to
be valid. Here, the time delay t is variant and belongs to the time interval of [S,K]. As
described above, the time delay interval leads to the introduction of a second output in
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the governing equation. Therefore, a modified Kalman filter is introduced to predict
the measurements that are independent of measured values of yk in this time interval
(i.e., t = s ∈ [S,K]). In other words, the proposed adaptive EKF employs a time
update equation to estimate measurements at time t = K + 1 that belongs to time
t = S with a time delay of t = K.
7.1.4 Formulation of Proposed Adaptive Extended Kalman
Filter
As mentioned in Section 7.1.1 and illustrated in Figure 7.1, the locations of each
of the measurement sensors are different. The different distances of the various sensor
types and transceivers are considered in various TOA measurements in the presence
of a asynchronous clock. The proposed estimator for this application is a modified
standard Kalman filter. In this solution, the received data are considered as inde-
pendent variables with a multi-rate time delay as shown in Figure 7.2. It is assumed
that the time delay belongs to the interval of [S,K]. It is possible that not all sensor
data is assimilable at time t = K to calculate the state estimates. A gain vector of
αi,k is considered to demonstrate the effect of variable time-delay i = K − S. Each
of the array parameters is continuously updated based on state estimates time t = K
and received time t = S. Smaller K − S results in less value of the gain array and
vise versa. This gain vector αi,k is corresponding to the estimation error covariance
matrix of each sensor measurement in the state vector. The idea here is to combine
the sensor data received at time t = K with their corresponding error covariance.
Therefore, the combined value of the state vectors and their covariances are fed back
into the estimator associated with the data at the end of the predefined time interval,
which is t = K. The proposed Kalman-filter-based estimator then provides estimates
of the measurement values at t = K + 1.
X̂i(k) and Pi(k) represent the state vector estimate and the error covariance of
X(k), respectively, which is considered as ith sample of the Kalman filter model of
Equation( 7.1.11), where i = 1, 2, . . . , K. The optimal combined estimation consider-
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Figure 7.2: An example of schematic for asynchronous delay time.





















7.2 Enhancement of Proposed Adaptive EKF to
Stabilize Designed AHV Model
A proper model of the co-simulation platform for the designed ATS-enabled AHV
with wireless communication that employs a real-time wireless communication model
based on the DSRC standard and the true model of time delay is illustrated in Fig-
ure 7.3 and described in Chapter 3.
Based on the results obtained using the described co-simulation platform, the
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effects of asynchronous delay on the lateral stability of the AHV are considered while
excluding any estimation involved to provide the state vector values to the controller.
As mentioned, the analysis platform includes a precise AHV model, real-time detailed
design of wireless communication based on IEEE 802.11p constructed in MATLAB,
and near-real constraints such as asynchronous time delay. Therefore, the simulation
results and the lateral stability analysis are reliable and applicable to similar real


























Figure 7.3: Data flow in proposed wireless controller system.
7.3 Analysis of the Lateral Stability for Designed
AHV model with Adaptive Extended Kalman
Filter
In this section, the lateral stability of an AHV model is reviewed in different
simulation scenarios by utilizing the co-simulation platform described in Chapter 3.
The simulation scenarios are set up to evaluate and validate the proposed adaptive
EKF described in Chapter 7 in order to mitigate the effects of asynchronous delays
on the lateral stability of the AHV. As mentioned earlier, detailed reliable models
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of each part of the co-simulation platform are considered. In simulation runs of the
following cases, the double-lane-change maneuver is reproduced at a constant vehicle
speed of 88km/h. The sampling time is set to 1 ms by referring to the state vector
data emulator in TruckSimr. All the simulation results are simulated and analyzed
by industrial level software package TruckSimr. As described in Section 3.3.1 in
Chapter 3 , TruckSimr is an automotive software package and the most professional
tool for modeling the movement of an articulated vehicle. Therefore, evaluation the
lateral stability performance of each simulation run of the designs using this software
package is accurate and reliable.
The DSRC-based wireless communication model includes parameterized Rician
fading at an SNR of 5dB. However, the state vector parameters of the AHV model
are not received with the same time delay. Therefore, the asynchronous time-delay
described in Section 7.1.3 is introduced into this co-simulation platform to evalu-
ate the effects of the proposed adaptive EKF on lateral stability. The effects of the
preliminary estimator of Chapter 5 based on the standard Kalman filter and the pro-
posed adaptive EKF on AHV lateral stability are evaluated and reviewed. The lateral
stability of the simplified AHV model is reviewed, and the results are presented in
Chapter 4. The simulation results obtained in Chapter 4 indicated that the maximum
time delay that the LQR-scheduler controller can handle is 0.9s, and unstable mo-
tions occur with longer time delays. The simulation platform of this designed includes
an ideal wireless environment without channel noise and signal accuracy reduction.
Furthermore, the simulation results in Chapter 5, the system tolerable delay by in-
volving TrueTime wireless communication model and the proposed EKF scheduler
solution was reduced to 100ms. The significant reduction in the maximum tolerable
delay from 0.9s to 0.1s illustrates the impacts of wireless communication platform
is beyond time delay. On the other hand, standard DSRC transmitter buffer size is
limited to 100 packets. The measured data packet need to queue by the radio’s MAC
buffer when safety applications are generating safety messages. If the buffer limit is
reached before the media becomes available again, the transmitter attempts to empty
its queued packets. In this case the packet will be lost [89]. The proposed solution
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in this study is addressing the impacts of delayed data and the maximum time delay
would be 1s. Therefore, the time-delay interval of the proposed asynchronous time-
delay model is considered to range from 0s to 1s meaning t ∈ [0, 1] s, for evaluating
the improvement in lateral stability relative to that achieved in the preliminary anal-
ysis. The following simulation scenarios are considered to examine the performance
of the proposed adaptive EKF algorithm in terms of improving the lateral stability
of an AHV that employs wireless communication to transmit data among sensors,
controllers, and actuators:
1. Scenario One: Baseline three-degrees-of-freedom (3DOF) AHV model with-
out wireless communication and the LQR-based ATS controller described in
Chapter 4.
2. Scenario Two: The AHV model that employs the designed ATS controller
and physical-wire-based communication among the vehicle electronics modules.
The performance simulation result of this scenario is considered to be the ideal
and the referenced result. In this scenario the data communication is estab-
lished through wires without time-delay. Also, the ATS controller is involved to
mitigate the impact of AHV unstable motions. Therefore, the calculated RWA
performance ratio is the ideal number to be reached in further simulation results
in this study.
3. Scenario Three: Tractor and semi-trailer model of AHV with ATS controller
that utilized wireless communication to transfer data among sensors, ECUs,
and actuators. In this simulation scenario, the wireless communication model
designed in MATLAB, as described in Chapter 6 is considered. This model
includes the parameterized Rician fading channel model described in Chapter 6.
In this simulation case, the physical layer of the DSRC-based wireless model is
characterized by standard parameter values. The standard physical layer pa-
rameters of DSRC, as reviewed in Chapter 6, include quadrature phase-shift
keying (QPSK) modulation, 8-level quantization (3-bits), and no diversity gain;
the least squares (LS) technique is used at the receiver to estimate the channel
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behavior. No estimator is introduced into the controller to mitigate the draw-
backs of wireless communication and the asynchronous delay model. Notably,
the time-delay model is considered asynchronous.
4. Scenario Four: Described 3-DOF AHV and ATS controller with wireless com-
munication between vehicle ECUs are considered. The DSRC-based wireless
communication model similar to Scenario Three is used. However, the physi-
cal layer parameters of the DSRC model are configured to the optimum values
given in Chapter 6. This scenario includes the asynchronous time-delay model
to evaluate lateral stability. Moreover, no estimation technique is considered
into the controller.
5. Scenario Five: The same parameters and values as those used in Scenario
Four are considered for the AHV, ATS, and wireless communication models.
However, the adaptive EKF designed in this study is included in the simulation
platform. In this simulation scenario, the effects of the Kalman-filter-based
estimator-controller on the lateral stability of the ATS-enabled AHV with the
wireless communication model are evaluated and compared against the results
of Scenarios Four and Two, which is the referenced optimal case.
The lateral stability of modeled 3-DOF AHV is examined against the rearward
amplification ratio (RWA), as explained in [90]. In the remainder of this section,
the simulation results and analysis of the aforementioned five simulation scenarios
are described. In all simulation scenarios, no filtration is included to remove noise
introduced by the string potentiometer data from Trucksim to avoid loosing data at
higher frequencies. The details are explained briefly in Section 5.2.1. The conducted
simulation scenarios are summarized in Table 7.1.
7.3.1 Analysis of Simulation Results of Scenario One
As explained in Section 7.3, the initial co-simulation platform does not include
the ATS controller and wireless communication between ECUs. The time histories of
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Table 7.1: Summary of Simulation Scenarios to Examine AEKF
lateral acceleration of the tractor and the semi-trailer of the modeled 3-DOF AHV are
illustrated in Figure 7.4. The peak lateral acceleration of the tractor or the leading
unit is 0.4309 (g) at 6.29s, while the peak lateral acceleration of the semi-trailer or
the rear unit is higher at 0.4634 (g) at 6.69s.
Based on the lateral acceleration values, the RWA ratio is 1.075. Referring to
the value of RWA for this case and as evidenced in Figure 7.4, although wireless
communication is not involved in the system, a controller is required to ensure system
stability. Therefore, an active control system that can provide closed-loop gain is
required to improve the lateral stability of the entire system and reduce the RWA
value to be close to 1.
7.3.2 Analysis of Simulation Results of Scenario Two
Figure 7.5 illustrates the lateral acceleration of tractor and semi-trailer over time
in the double-lane change maneuverability test of Scenario Two, an ATS controller
provides a gain vector at each sampling instant to ensure the stability of the modeled
AHV. This simulation scenario result shows that the RWA ratio is 0.92 because the
peak lateral accelerations of the front unit or the tractor and the rear unit or the
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Figure 7.4: The Lateral acceleration vs. time of 3-DOF tractor and semi-trailer model
for Scenario One, Baseline
trailer are 0.413 (g) at 6.61s and 0.3801 (g) at 6.21s, respectively. Since wireless
communication is not involved in this scenario and the designed active controller
provides the controller values at every time-stamp, the optimum lateral stability is
achieved. Therefore, the lateral acceleration result of this scenario is referenced as the
optimum case in this research analysis.
Figure 7.5: The Lateral acceleration vs. time of 3-DOF tractor and semi-trailer model
for Scenario Two, using wire for communication
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7.3.3 Analysis of Simulation Results of Scenario Three
The lateral acceleration time history of the simulation result obtained with the
proposed ATS-enabled AHV with wireless communication, which included the closed-
loop model of Scenario Two and the baseline wireless model of DSRC, is shown in
Figure 7.6. The DSRC-based wireless model has the baseline parameters of the IEEE
802.11p physical layer standard. These parameters include the original QPSK mod-
ulation and the standard level of quantization, which is 8-levels or 3 bits. Moreover,
the DSRC wireless model does not include any diversity gain and employed LS esti-
mation as the receiver channel estimator. The parameters are described in Chapter 6.
Moreover, the controller is not supported by an estimator to mitigate the effects of
data delays and packet loss. In this scenario, the peak lateral acceleration of the front
unit or the tractor is 0.4012 (g) at 0.64s. However, the peak lateral acceleration of the
articulated unit is considerably higher at 0.5031 (g) at 6.78s. Based on these observed
values, the RWA ratio is calculated as 1.25. The 73% increase in the RWA ratio com-
pared to that in the optimum case described in of 7.3.2 highlights the drawbacks of
wireless communication in terms of the lateral stability of the AHV. Moreover, the
simulation result of Scenario Three is compared to the results obtained in Case 2 in
the previous study with the same simulation setup of Chapter 6. The only difference
between the simulation platform of Scenario Three in this Chapter and Case 2 of
Chapter 6 is the time delay. In this study, an asynchronous time delay of 0 to 1 s is
considered for all three received sensor values at each time-stamp. By contrast, in the
previous study, a synchronized equal time delay for all sensor measurements at each
time-stamp is considered. A comparison of Figure 7.6 and the results of Case 2 in
Chapter 6 with the optimal simulation result of Scenario Two shows a 21% reduction
in the RWA ratio as well as lateral stability when the asynchronous time delay is
assumed. This finding indicates a reduction in not only the lateral stability but also
through virtual video of TruckSimr and evidence in [81] unstable motions lead to
rolling over before completing the maneuverability test.
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Figure 7.6: The Lateral acceleration vs. time of 3-DOF tractor and semi-trailer
model for Scenario Three, Baseline ATS-enabled AHV with wireless communication
with asynchronous time delay
7.3.4 Analysis of Simulation Results of Scenario Four
The simulation result of Scenario Four is shown in Figure 7.7. In this simulation
framework, the DSRC-based wireless model of Scenario Three is considered for the
designed ATS system. In this scenario, the parameters of the physical layer of DSRC
are customized using the final results of the study in Chapter 6. The constructed
physical layer parameters of the wireless MATLAB block included 16-QAM, 256-level
(8 bits) quantization with a diversity gain of two (i.e., MIMO diversity), and MMSE
channel estimator at the receiver. However, similar to Scenario Three, the time delay
is not synchronized. The peak lateral accelerations of the front and rear units are
0.4514 (g) at 6.41s and 0.4929 (g) at 7.41s, respectively. The corresponding RWA
ratio is therefore 1.1. Compared to the results obtained with the previous simulation
setup, the regulation physical layer of the DSRC model to the optimum parameters led
to a significant improvement. As a result, the RWA ratio decreases by 80% compared
to Scenario Three. However, in the case of the simulation setup used in Scenario Four,
the effects of the customized DSRC model on the improvement of lateral stability are
weaker compared to those in the final result obtained in Chapter 6. An analysis
of the simulation results presented in Chapter 6 indicates that the proposed model
with a wireless communication configuration achieved a considerably superior RWA
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0.93 compared to the RWA of 1.76 achieved with the standard DSRC model. The
lateral acceleration of the trailer unit is improved compared to that in Scenario Three
because, in the virtual result video of maneuverability, the vehicle does not rollover.
In this scenario, the asynchronous time delay limits the lateral stability of the AHV
considerably and reduces the mitigating effects of the DSRC configuration. Therefore,
an estimator is required to provide the delay data to the controller for improving the
lateral stability.
Figure 7.7: The Lateral acceleration vs. time of 3-DOF tractor and semi-trailer model
for Scenario Four, Configured ATS-enabled AHV with wireless communication with
asynchronous time delay, No adaptive extended Kalman filter
7.3.5 Analysis of Simulation Results of Scenario Five
The time history of lateral acceleration of the AHV with the final design is illus-
trated in Figure 7.8. The final co-simulation platform of Scenario Five is developed
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considering the configured wireless DSRC model described in Chapter 6 with asyn-
chronous time delay, 3-DOF AHV model, LQR-based ATS controller, and proposed
adaptive EKF. The peak lateral accelerations achieved with the comprehensive de-
sign were 0.418 (g) at 6.65s for the front unit and 0.381 (g) at 6.3s for the rear unit.
Based on these values, the RWA ratio is calculated to be 0.91. Scenario Five achieves
an 82% enhancement compared to the previous case because the adaptive EKF mit-
igated the drawbacks of wireless communication and the asynchronous time-delay
model. The maximum time delay obtained using Equations( 7.1.13) is considered as
1s because the preliminary results obtained in Chapter 4 proved that the ATS-enabled
AHV with wireless communication exhibits unstable behaviors when the time delay
exceeds 0.9s. The lateral acceleration obtained in this case indicates that the de-
signed adaptive estimator performs appropriately, and the resulting RWA and lateral
stability are very close to the desired values obtained in Scenario Two. Numerical
analysis of the simulation results obtained in Scenarios Two and Five evidenced that
the Kalman filter-based estimator provides correct estimates of lost or delayed data
at each time-stamp in the designed real-time simulation. The process of estimation
of the continuous error due to the current time delay may introduce computational
complexity and additional time delays. However, the results evidence that similar
to preliminary standard Kalman filter design in Chapter 5, the estimator proposed
herein cannot handle time delays longer than 0.9 s.
This research employed the ATS-enabled AHV with a wireless communication
platform, which includes the linear AHV model explained in Chapter 3, wireless com-
munication implemented based on the DSRC standard described in Chapter 3 and 6
and an asynchronous time-delay model. The final co-simulation platform shown in
Figure 7.3 is introduced to investigate the effects of the asynchronous time-delay
model on the lateral stability of the AHV and to propose a comprehensive solution
to mitigate these effects.
In numerical evaluations, five scenarios are considered including the baseline model
without wireless communication and ATS controller, AHV model that involves the
ATS controller without wireless communication, described ATS-enabled AHV with
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Figure 7.8: The Lateral acceleration vs. time of 3-DOF tractor and semi-trailer model
for Scenario Three, Configured ATS-enabled AHV with wireless communication with
asynchronous time delay, with proposed adaptive extended Kalman filter
wireless communication with the standard DSRC physical layer parameters and asyn-
chronous time-delay, ATS-enabled AHV with wireless communication model including
the parameterized DSRC model and asynchronous time-delay without the adaptive
EKF, and the comprehensive model that included the ATS-enabled AHV with wire-
less communication with the optimal DSRC model and adaptive EKF. The simulation
results illustrate that the lateral stability of the AHV model decreases considerably in
the double-lane-change maneuverability evaluation because wireless communication is
used to transmit data across the various electronic modules. Moreover, the effects of
the defined asynchronous wireless time-delay model cannot be mitigated by adopting
the customized DSRC model described in Chapter 7. Finally, the obtained stability
result using the comprehensive model including adaptive EKF and asynchronous time
delay remarkably improves the lateral stability of the AHV by 82% relative to earlier
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scenarios. The adaptive EKF mitigated the drawbacks of wireless communication and
the asynchronous time-delay model.
Table 7.2 is summarizing the resulted improvements on the lateral stability for
each four solutions as presented in this thesis. In this table, the pros and cons of
each option are presented to demonstrate its feasibility. This compression shows that
although designed AEKF is a comprehensive platform but the rest three solutions are
useful based on the considered platform.
As presented in this table, if the time delay detection is not a limitation for the
testing platform then the first solution of an LQR-based gain scheduler is suggested.
Moreover, if the standard estimator-controller of Kalman filter is available or different
wireless scheme protocol is being used, the EKF scheduler is suggested. Finally, if
the considered system platform excludes involving an estimation-controller, then the
customized DSRC is sufficient to ensure the AHV stability.
Table 7.2: A Summary of comparing the proposed solution and the analysis platform
for Wireless ATS-Enables AHV
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Direction for
Future Research
This thesis presented a novel approach of designing a wireless communication based
active trailer steering (ATS) system for a tractor/semi-trailer combination consider-
ing a cheaper, safer and more reliable alternative to the conventional wired physical
communication. Compared with the conventional wired vehicular communication net-
works, wireless communication technologies bear a number of advantages including
flexibility, low cost, and easy maintenance. The scenario investigated measured data
from the trailer sent to the controller residing in the tractor via the wireless commu-
nication, in turn, the control variables calculated by the controller are transmitted
through wireless channels to the actuator located on the trailer.
In all networked control systems, a major challenge is network delay, which de-
grades the overall system performance, and is a severe concern in wireless communi-
cations. In wireless communications, since data packets often need to be transmitted,
path loss and channel errors will cause network delays. To be able to investigate
the wireless communication time-delay on the performance of the lateral stability of
ATS-enabled AHVs, a novel co-simulation framework was developed. The wireless
network is modeled using different models including the TrueTime toolbox and the
DSRC PHY model, the ATS controller is designed in the Simulink package, and the
AHV model is constructed in TruckSimr software. This thesis studied the effects
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of data delay and packet-loss on the lateral stability of an AHV model and proposes
four solutions in mitigating wireless communication effects over the stability.
 To stabilize an ATS enabled AHV vehicle with a wireless tractor semi-trailer
connector, an LQR gain scheduler can be used for each time instance of the delay.
Based on simulation results, the proposed LQR gain scheduler design shows a
great improvement in stabilizing the articulated vehicle with the ATS controller
considering wireless data delays. The ATS system without the proposed gain
scheduler can tolerate internal delays up to 0.15 s. In general, the designed LQR
gain-scheduler can tolerate a maximum of 0.9 s of internal delay and is able to
reduce the maximum magnitude of the lateral acceleration.
 A second solution is to take the data from the trailer that is sent over a wire-
less communication channel, and filter it using a designed Kalman filter upon
arriving at the tractor. Moreover, an ATS controller based on the LQR tech-
nique is designed to manipulate the active steering angles of the tractor rear
axle wheel and the trailer axle wheels. Simulation results showed that the pro-
posed adaptive controller can successfully improve the lateral stability of the
vehicle, which would otherwise become unstable due to the fading effects of
the wireless communication link. Based on the simulation results, the proposed
extended Kalman filter scheduler improves the lateral stability of the wireless
ATS-enabled AHV from the RWA ratio of 1.11 to 0.98.
 The third approach in this thesis is to provide a reliable physical layer guide-
lines for wireless ATS-enabled AHV. It is shown that by properly configuring
the DSRC system, the AHV can be successfully stabilized and the wiring re-
quired between the tractor and the trailer can be removed. For the double lane
change maneuverability test implemented through TruckSimr , a communi-
cation system using 8-bit quantization, 16-QAM modulation, MIMO diversity,
and MMSE channel estimation was shown to be able to stabilize the AHV with
wireless communication between sensors, actuators, and controllers. Simulation
results show that the proposed ATS-enabled AHV with the wireless communi-
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cation model performs better by adopting MMSE as the channel estimator and
MIMO diversity compared with the original DSRC standard specification for the
application of this thesis. The results show that by adopting optimum DSRC
physical layer parameters the lateral stability of the wireless ATS-enabled AHV
from the RWA ratio of 1.11 to 0.98.
 Through the previous three approaches, the effects of deterministic delays were
reviewed and three solutions were proposed to effectively weaken the effects of
deterministic time delays. However, in a realistic wireless communication en-
vironment, the nodes estimation statistics received from multiple sensors have
different delays. This introduces nonlinear behavior into the control model. A
modified EKF was proposed to estimate the resulting nonlinear system because
the standard Kalman filter has been designed to estimate linear systems. More-
over, the simulation results show that the effects of the defined asynchronous
wireless time-delay model could not be mitigated by adapting the customized
DSRC model. Finally, the stability result obtained using the comprehensive
model proposed in this study remarkably improves the lateral stability of the
AHV by 82% relative to earlier scenarios. The adaptive EKF mitigated the
drawbacks of wireless communication and the asynchronous time-delay model.
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Table 8.1: A Summary of the co-simulation analysis platform and proposed solutions
for Wireless ATS-Enables AHV
8.1 Direction for Future Research
Many different adaptations, simulation setup, and AHV stability testing have
been left for the future due to lack of time. Future work concerns deeper analysis of
a particular platforms, new proposals to try different methods, or simple curiosity.
There are some ideas that I would have liked to consider during my PhD research
including the AHV model, maneuverability test, wireless communication urban envi-
ronment effects. Although this thesis tried to develop a novel realistic co-simulation
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platform to demonstrate the wireless communication drawback but the following ideas
could be considered and reviewed:
 It could be interesting to consider a tractor and double-trailer vehicle model.
Depending on the state variables added into the AHV model, a more complicated
controller, as well as the communication channel will get involved. As a result
of a greater distance between the sensors, actuators, and controller time-delay
modulation has reduced accuracy. Therefore, the adaptive Kalman filter linear
model is required to re-design for this combination.
 The wireless communication model is implemented considering the physical layer
protocol parameters. DSRC standard has a second layer of media access con-
trol (MAC) layer. The MAC layer that considered in the DSRC model of the
platform only controls the priority of the received packets. Developing the full
aspects of this protocol layer including logical link control sub-layer helps the
communication PHY parameters to predict the delayed or lost data for several
amounts. Therefore, a configuration of the DSRC MAC layer could be developed
to mitigate the effects of wireless communication.
 Using different optimization methods such as the genetic algorithm or neuro-
fuzzy method to replace the estimation process could be considered. Imple-
menting the state variables of the AHV model using another algorithm can be
compared with the proposed novel solution of the adaptive Kalman filet and
LQR.
 An experimental platform is suggested to be constructed with a real truck and
trailer vehicle combination and on the shelf DSRC modules to evaluate and test
the comprehensive AEKF proposed solution.
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Appendix A
DSRC Wireless System Model
Descriptions
The dedicated short-range communication, DSRC, originally designed for safely
data transmission in vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V21) schemes.
The related research reviewers show that DSRC is a suitable communication scheme
for this study. The design scheme and details are described in this Appendix.
A.1 Rician Fading Statistics in Vehicular Mobile
Channel
The signal multipath propagation of communications networks results in fading.
Fading means receiving multiple copies of the signal due to divers communication
path. Each path has different lengths associated with its periodic delays and gains.
Therefore, it is necessary to maintain an additional phase shift, which is set to the
primary signal module. Eventually, any signal that will get to the receiver will be
the duplicated signals due to multiple shifts with different time-delays and gains.
Moreover, Rician fading can also be considered as a stochastic system associated
with radio propagation. Such a scenario is caused by the incomplete termination
of any radio signal, where the canceled signal gets to the receiver through multiple
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paths. Therefore, Rician fading only occurs whenever one path is dominant that the
rest of the duplicates. In such a case, the associated amplitude will depict a Rician
distribution whose channel can be evaluated based on the nature of K and ω. K is
the ratio between the power of a direct path and the scattered paths and ω is the
power gain of all the group of paths. The other parameter in this representation
is the amplitude of the received signal, R with θ = K
K+1
Ω and σ2 = Ω
2(K+1)
as the





















In this research, K is considered to be a function of the articulated angle. This
means, when the articulated angle is equal to 0, K reaches the maximum value, which
is equal to 1. In this simulation, we consider an eight-path Rician channel, which is
calculated for each sampling time. This model receives the articulated angle from
Trucksimr and calculates PR(r) for every 1 ms to realistically model the channel
behaviors.
A.1.1 OFDM Transmission Principles
OFDM represents the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, an operating
multiplexing method, dividing the associated channel characterized by a high data
rate to multiple orthogonal smaller sub-channels associated with lower data rates.
The symbol of duration TS is represented the short period during the transmission of
high data rates. In cases of TS being less than the anticipated maximum delay for
the channel then any interference with the received signal will be from the ISI. This
is caused by the nature of multipath signal propagation. Creating a new but small
alternative channel can be beneficial in eliminating such distortion. However, cases
associated with higher data rates requires the broadband channel involving multiple
single bandwidth sub-channels. For instance, a duration of TS associated with N data
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serial leads to parallel data symbols characterized by a period of the form T = N×TS.
The objective of such an approach is to guarantee a larger duration than the original
subcarriers, which is T > Tmax. Thus, it is acceptable to claim that low data rate
subcarriers are associated with a high data rate in case the data receives at the same
time [6].
Definition of Key OFDM Parameters: The key parameter in IEEE 802.11p
standard is OFDM. IEEE 802.11p standard uses a 10MHz frequency-based bandwidth
while IEEE 802.11a uses a 20MHz band, which leads to the doubling of the scheme
duration in IEEE 802.11p to reduce ISI. Moreover, 64 subcarriers of IEEE 802.11p
physical layer have 48 data and 4 pilot subcarriers, respectively. The other four pilot
signals are located within the subcarrier -21, -7, 7 and 21, which is essential when
tracing the offset frequency as well as the phase noise during the transmission. The
training symbols located within the data packet from t1 to t10, carry out several
functions such as signal detection, time synchronization, and frequency estimation, as
illustrate in Figure A.1 [6].
Figure A.1: OFDM training structure [6].
In this case, T1 and T2 are the adjacent short symbols and serve as channel esti-
mators. GI2 and GI are used for guarding the associated intervals for transmission.
GI2 guards the symbol of the long sequence while GI guards the OFDM symbols in-
tervals. Moreover, in this model the cyclic prefix reduces ISI. Therefore, the training
length is 16µs with OFDM training symbol made up of 12 subcarriers as described










[0, 0, (1 + j), 0, 0, 0, (−1− j), 0, 0, 0, 1 + j, 0, 0, 0, (−1− j), 0, 0, 0,
(−1− j), 0, 0, 0, (1 + j), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, (−1− j), 0, 0, 0,
(−1− j), 0, 0, 0, (1 + j), 0, 0, 0, (1 + j), 0, 0, 0, (1 + j), 0, 0]
(A.1.2)
Using OFDM training symbols improves the efficiency of the system. In this symbol,
the respective elements’ values are related to the modulation scheme, which depends
on the schemes and coding rate.
Creating the OFDM Symbol Using Inverse FFT: The process of creating the
OFDM requires the combination of the modulated subcarriers. The subcarriers coding
is depending on inverse fast Fourier transformation (IFFT) rate and is independent
of the number N of oscillators for transmission.
Prefix Insertion Cycle: A cyclic prefix refers to the symbol that is included
within the guard interval for every OFDM. The guard interval included in OFDM is
to assist in eliminating the effects of multipath signal propagations. Moreover, the
presence of data delays creates distortions and noises as shown in Figure A.2.
Figure A.2: Delay from front symbol.
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OFDM symbol insertion can solve the data delays caused by distances but the
communication efficiency is still weak. Therefore, duplicating the portion of the first
symbol called a cyclic prefix in open space helps solving the problem as shown in
Figure A.3.
Figure A.3: Cyclic prefix insertion.
A.1.2 DSRC Physical and MAC Layer
Physical Layer Coding: During the data transmitting, interference occurs
which calls for the application of practical approaches such as the redundancy tech-
nique to remove the errors. Scenarios associated with binary block code efficiency can
be enhanced using an encoder within the transmitting system to improve the process
of transmission. IEEE 802.11p standard uses a convolutional encoder. However, in
this case IEEE 802.11p has employed R = 1/2, 2/3, or3/4 coding rates for each cor-
responding data rate with g0 = 133 and g1 = 171. A technique called puncturing
enhances the data rates to an anticipated level. This method involves the reduction
of the bit numbers transmitted while at the same time increasing the related coding
rate as described in Figure A.4.
Evaluation of the Medium Access Control: Considering the IEEE 802.11p
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Figure A.4: Convolution Encoder (k=7).
standard, the medium access control layer forms part of the open system interconnec-
tion as the layer of the protocol. The standard second layer is described as two distinct
sections including Layer 2b and 2a, respectively. Layer 2a is called the logical link
control while Layer 2b is referred to as the MAC. Therefore, the introduction of MAC
is to manage any real collisions, which is essential in controlling the communication
and accessibility. MAC layer allows each point within the system to utilize the same
station architecture through a shared function called the distributed coordination
function (DCF).
Functionality of Basic Access Method: The DCF is considered as a CSMA so
that the system will be free from interferences such as collisions. Some of the major
terms used in the protocol process are outlined in the summary Table A.1 and as
depicted in Figure A.5.
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Figure A.5: A CSMA protocol.
Table A.1: Description over CSMA protocol.
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Frame Format: The frame format exists in multiple forms such as the data,
management, and control structures defined by the frame control. Each frame type
is associated with a different frame duration, which could be used to determine NAV
variables within the virtual carrier mechanisms. In this thesis, we used the ACK
frame format to model the longest cyclic redundancy check duration and consider the
worst-case scenario. Figure A.6 is illustrating the ACK frame format.
Figure A.6: ACK frame format.
A.1.3 Enhancing DSRC for the Tractor Stabilizing Scenario
The above DSRC communication system can still be enhanced to provide a better
error rate. Therefore, diversity gain decreases the error performance of the commu-
nication scheme. Other techniques adopted to improve the efficiency and accuracy of
the designed wireless communication link is as follows:
 Using a powerful error-correcting code (convolution codes/viterbi decoding),
 Using an MMSE channel estimators to reduce noise amplification,
 Fine-tuning the quantization parameters to deliver an appropriate bit rate while
maintaining the acceptable error margin,
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 Fine-tuning the modulation to accommodate an acceptable bit rate while main-
taining an acceptable probability of error.
The following section, explains the simulation design based on these configurations
above.
Convolution Codes: The convolution codes are used to reduce the received
data errors. For instance, the convoluting codes are error-correcting codes used in
generating similar symbols through the data stream application of Boolean polynomial
parameters. Concurrently, the observed nature of the convolutional codes makes it
easier for easier decoding using time-independent grille. More so, the time-invariant
trellis decoding permits the codes to have the most-likelihood of soft-decision decoded
with sensible complication.
Certainly, the performance abilities to achieve an economic climax in soft decisions
are one of the significant advantages associated with convolution codes. Consequently,
the convolution coding is frequent on code rate and encoder’s intensity denoted by
n/k = K. Typically, the basis for code rating relies on the use of n/k, in that, n is
the rate of input data while k is the rating of output symbol. Furthermore, the size
is always known as the “constraint length”.
Alternatively, the convolution coding is explained to be a progressive system. How-
ever, there are instances of having arbitration blocking dimensions and not continuity
of the process. For that case, the move is due to every world’s convolution encoding
is done under blockage of existing details. Such an idea enables the convolutional
encoded block codes to make use of extinction. On the other hand, the code rating
of a convolution code is usually modified through symbolized puncturing.
The LS vs. MMSE channel estimation: Significantly, LS estimator is set
to reduce the parameter(YXH)
H(YHX), where (.)
H denotes the conjugated reversed
operation, while X and Y are the transmitted and received signals. Therefore, LS




Considerably, the use of statistical unknown channels, LS estimators are premedi-
tated to minimum complications, though suffers from elevated average-squared errors.
On the basis that Y tends to be generally noisy. However, the division can enhance
noise power leading to a higher probability of errors if SNR is critically low. Although,
an alternative approach is through the use of a minimum mean square estimator, which
utilizes statistical knowledge of the channel coefficients estimates at an instantaneous
state of the channel. Therefore, MMSE estimation uses the subsequent order data
from the system setting to reduce the average errors. Indicated through Rgg, RHH
and RY Y the automated covariance matrix of g, H and Y , correspondingly. Also,
RgY . As well is given by σ
2
N the noise variance E{|N
2|}. In the assumption that the
system fixed size g and the noise N is not related, thus, denotes:
RHH = E{HH
H} = E{(F [g]) · (F [g])H} = FRggFH
Rg
Y
= E{(g)Y H} = E{g(XF (g) +N)H}
RY Y = E{Y Y
H} = XF (Rgg)FHXH + (σ2NIN)
(A.1.4)
Additionally, assuming Rgg (thus RHH) and σ
2
N are recognized upon prior recep-




when g is not Gaussian, ĝMMSE does not refer to any reduced average error estima-
tion. Though, most accurate estimations of standard errors are sensible. Finally, the
estimation methods is calculated as:
ĤMMSE = F · ˆgMMSE = F [(FHXH)−1(Rgg−1σ2N) +XF ]−1 · Y
= F ·Rgg[(FHXHXF )−1(σ2N) +Rgg]F−1 · ĤLS




Consequently, MMSE estimating is more effective unlike LS estimators, where SNR
is high. Despite the benefits, most of the important negative aspect of the MMSE
estimation is the rising computation complexities.
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Appendix B




m1 +m2 −m2d −m2e 0
−m2d I1 +m2dd m2ed 0
−m2e m2ed I2 +m2e2 0







−c1 − c2 − c3 −c1a+ c2b+ c3d+ (m1 +m2)u2 c3(h+ e) −c3u
−c1a+ c2b+ c3d −c1a2 − c2b2 − c3d2 −m2du2 −c3d(h+ e) c3du
c3(h+ e) −c3d(h+ e)−m2eu2 −c3(h+ e)2 c3(h+ e)u




















1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
,R = 1 (B.0.5)
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Appendix C
System Matrices and Parameters
The system matrices for the 3-DOF linear model are given as:
M =

−m2(lc1 + lc21) −m2lc21 (m1 +m2)U1 0
IZZ1 +m2lc1(lc1 + lc21) m2lc1lc21 −m2lc1U1 0
IZZ2 +m2lc21(lc1 + lc21) IZZ2 +m2l
2
c21 −m2lc21U1 0
0 0 0 1
 (C.0.1)
The non-zero elements of matrix P ∈ R4×4 are:
P (1, 1) =
(lc21 + b23 + lc1)Cr23 − Cf11a11 + Cr12b12
U1
− (m1 +m2)U1
P (1, 2) =
(lc21 + Cr23)
U1
P (1, 3) = −(Cf11 + Cr12 + Cr23), P (1, 4) = Cr23
P (2, 1) = m2lc1U1−
(lc21 + b23 + lc1)Cr23lc1 − Cf11a211 + Cr12b212
U1
P (2, 2) = − (lc21 + b23)Cr23lc1
U1
, P (2, 4) = −Cr23lc1
P (3, 1) = m2lc21U1 −
(lc21 + b23 + lc1)Cr23(lc21 + b23)
U1
P (3, 2) = − (lc21 + b23)
2Cr23
U1
, P (3, 3) = (lc21 + b23)Cr23






















 U1A(3, :) + [U1 0 0 0]
















100 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 ,R = 1.
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